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Kennedy to
lie in repose
in Boston
for 2 days
By RAY 1111111RY
Associated Press Writer
HYANNIS PORT.Mau(AP)
— Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's
body will travel more than 70
miles from his Cape Cod home
to Bostor to lie in repose in a
presidential library he helped
develop in tribute to one of his
slain brothers.
Family members will attend a
private Mass at Kennedy's
Hyannis Port compound at
wen Thursday, and the motorcade is scheduled to leave
armed an hour liter. It will pees
sites that were significant to as
SeillItat on the way to the John
F. Kiesnedy'Presidethial Larry
and Museum, wasitHibi be*
will lie In repose mail 1Ptiday, a
Senate office smeenthIli sea
The motoscede will go by St
Stephen's Church, whore his
mother, Rose. was baptised and
he funeral Mess °Ablated;
cross the Rose Fitzgerald
Kennedy Greenway. the Boston
park that he helped MOB and
that is named after Ws modem
pass historic Fauteuil Hail.
whom Boston Mayer Thomas
Maine will reputedly ring the

Elections board preparing for 'option' vote
Or SUM 11011111,
Stalf Winer
It may or may not happen, but
the Callovisy County Dowd of
Election is preparing to conduct a special option election
later this year that will decide
whether package alcohol sales
will become legal in MurrayCalloway County.
Board Chairman Ray Coursey
Jr. said Wednesday that he will
have to hire about 60 officers to
oversee voting in Murray city
precincts should a petition drive
by Boone Chambers, °weer-

operator of Big Apple Cafe, collect the required number of signatures to get a local option on
the ballot is November.
"We need to be ready for that
kind of vote which will take 14
precincts and a mininuun °flour
precinct officer, 56 people and
probably four alternates,"
Coursey said. "We need to suer
making a list of who we are
going to can in case that comes
up..,
Chambers has started the
pow 1Ctiop It Local" and anted Web site to gather siva-

lines for a petition. 'The law
requites a petition with signsawes from witimened vows that
squib 23 plabat of did., who
wised in the hat election. The
nuather required to jet the
optics osthsflot1s repotted
at 1,422. So far, shout 300 or
MOP yams Wm
Ths vontphiesd
be turned into dm chides since
by September 17 to am ivote
In November. A vats ism tithe
place sot Wes than 60 days nor
mote than 90iloys any•valid
petition has has filed.

A special option election to
allow the establielunent of a
winery in the Jackson predict
failed by only a friv vases in
January.
In other action, board ambus Dave Foley, Dottie 1.,yous
and Sheriff Bill Marcia
approved a noose change for the
planned "Pottertown" voting
district. The district will be
called the "Paaorama" Dkaitiot
and will encompass Pamir
Shores and the sunossodiog moo.
The named dime etas
prompted when a county Mel-

deli painted out that the old
POleadown area was not located
widths precinct boundaries. If
appedved by state election offi-.
chin the precinct will Maude,
about 400-plus voters.'The plait,
Inn be approved by the stet
befme it can be used during the
upcoming May 2010 Primary
General.
November
and
Maim.A deadline for CleiltiOSS
of a new district is set for
Dasember.
Cooney said the date of the
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Suicide message hits home for Army
DIJPjY
Associated Prose Mier
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
high-ranking Army commander
who lost both sons - one by suicide, the other in combat - is
channeling his grief into action
as a leading national voice
against what he calls the stigma
of mental illness, particularly
among military personnel.
Mark Graham and his wife,
Carol, were keynote speakers at
a suicide prevention conference
Late last week at the Frankfort
Convention Center wended by
about 300 people, many of
whom have also lost loved ones
to suicide. The couple's
youngest son, Kevin, hanged
himself at his apartment in 2003

when he was an ROTC cadet at
the University of Kentucky.
The Grahams' trauma amplified seven months later when
their oldest son. Jeffrey, died in
a bomb blast in Iraq where he
was stationed as a platoon
leader. The events nearly pushed
the highly decorated general out
of the military for good.
Eventually, however, he determined his true calling was to
stay and help spread a vital message that gettin g treatment for
depression is a sign of strength,
not weakness, especially with
the stress of armed service.
"Our journey has tested our
faith, it has rattled our moral
courage and left us feeling
empty and hopeless at times,"

said Graham, a former commanding general in Port Carson.
Colo., who is assuming a new
role at Fort McPherson in
Atlanta. "Most importantly,
though, it has provided us direction."
The military has improved its
response to mental illness in
recent years, Graham said,
although elimiosting its stigma
in an environment where toughBess is supposed to prevail
remains difficult.
Now when a soldier enters
basic training, he or she is given
a playing cud - an ace of hearts
- with instructions on the bock.
The letters A-C-E represent the
words !ask, eme and escort' the steps all soldiers is expect-

ed to take Ifthey suspect epeesloe among one of their comrades.
"We need to get iifrom of suicide," Graham said. 'We must
work to preven t it by action,
not just figure it out after the
fact."
The Grahams were stationed
in South Korea when Kevin took
his own life, but he constantly
assured them life as a cadet was
actually helping curb his previously dig/soled ntentel illness
because it gave hies a sense of
conununity. However, his perems believe be went off his antidepressant when he entered
training to avoid detectios by his

11 Sidi Pas.IA

Modose's request for iakuniados is appose* reamed so a
181$11ilnip WW1* received
while in Prodded.A dopy of an
Guth* from
anachad Uui
the Prialtfort Police DePartneent
noted that "officers responded
to a call" about a 2009 black
Fred Expedition that was stuck
on the railroad track on
Broadway Street.
The investigating officer indicated in his report that "upon
speaking with Mr. Manning" he
could "smell the presence of an
alcoholic beverage on or about
his presence." The report said
Mewing failed a field sobriety
test and was given a breulyzor
Copies of Pranidis Cow,
District Court wore provided
soled dot Mann* later plead-

ease Pisa M

C.U.B.S. hears address
from Mitchell Wednesday
By HAWKINS MOUE
Staff Writer
The man who was presented
with the United Way President's
Award at its Tuesday night banquet informed a group of local
agencies Wednesday about the
new strategic plan he has been
working on for nearly two years.
John Mitchell explained the
agency's new approach to aidirg the community in a
PowerPoint presentation at the
quarterly meeting of Calloway
United Benevolent Services
(CUBS). He said the United
Way board decided nearly two
years ago to find a better way to
focus its priorities with its
Community Impact Initiative.
He said one of the biggest differences between the new plan

is that it is not just meant to
meet the immediate needs of
families and individuals, but to
address root causes of problems
and deliver lasting improvements.
A big idea behind the change
was to address problems before
being asked to, Mitchell said.
This meant conducting a survey
to find out what the community's most pressing needs were.
The official survey was distributed earlier this year after first
testing a preliminary survey, he
said. A total of 704 surveys were
returned. Although Mitchell said
he would have liked 2,000
responses, he said he was still
fairly pleased with the number.

•See Page 2A
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•C.U.B.S.
From Front
'Mitchell said an important
pan of seeing how valid the
results were was weighing the
demographic information of the
respondents and comparing that
to the populations of Murray
and Calloway County. This
included information such as
education, ethnic background,
household income, whether they
lived in the city or county, marital status, age and gender.
Although the comparisons were
not perfect. Mitchell said they
were close enough in most areas
that the results of the survey
could be taken seriously. The
biggest problem was the split
between male and female
respondents, which he said was
probably because women were
more likely to fill out a survey.
The respondents were 80 percent female and only 20 percent
male.
To figure out what the top 15
most pressing concerns of the
community were, the issues that
respondents said were significant or very significant were

7:"Ist

OP

weighted more heavily, especially if the iespondent said it
affected him or her directly. The
top 15 issues were determined
to be: Affordable health care for
low/moderate income individuals; affordable dental care for
the same group; affordable preventive health care; child and
adult obesity; driving under the
influence of drugs or alcohol;
adult use of drugs other than
alcohol or tobacco; youth tobacco use; teenage sex and pregnancy; availability of living
wage jobs; affordable child
care, adult prescription drug
abuse; families understanding
of finances, budgeting and tax
credits and youth use of drugs
other than alcohol or tobacco.
The common threads of the
issues were that they affected
health and wellness, youth
development and strengthening
families,
which
Mitchell
showed with a Venn diagram of
overlapping circles. Substance
abuse fell into all three categories, he said.

•Message ...
From Front
peers.
"I felt like the worst mother in
the world - shame, embarrassment, guilt, to lose a son to suicide," said Carol Graham. a
Kentucky native who met her
husband when both attended
Murray State University. "Part
of that will never go away."
Now she blames herself for
not noticing warning signs earlier, For example, she recalls
Kevin - an avid Shakespeare
reader - telling her over the
phone that he thought his brain
must not work anymore because
he was having trouble understanding Hamlet.
"If he'd called and said, 'My
lungs don't work, my heart
doesn't work, my ki dneys don't
wort,' I would have been all
over it," she said. "But sonic-

times when people say, 'My
brain doesn't work,' we don't
take it seriously."
She still wears a dog tag with
Kevin's picture on one side and
Jeffrey's on the other and chooses which side to show depending on whose story she most
wants to share each day. On this
day. Kevin's story directly spoke
to the conference.
"The single most important
lesson I have learned is that no
one is isolated from hardship,"
Mark Graham said. "Everyone
seems to be going through
something, either directly or
indirectly. Leaders are human
and just as vulnerable as anyone
else.
"We are compelled to speak
out to all the Kevins of the
world who have no voice," he
said.

•EDC records ...
From Front

Kentucky

News in Brief
Fulton high schools,' being trained as EMTs
FULTON, Ky.(AP) — Some western Kentucky high school students are being trained as emergency medical technicians under a
program funded by a former lieutenant governor.
program
Aug.6 as a vocational elective class at
F
FultonPror
HighhaIn
School.
County schools superintendent Dianne Owen liked the idea to
train students for medical emergencies, but the course work costs
$700 apiece.
ucah Sun reported that's when former Lt. Gov. Robbie
Ru
Rudolph — a Fulton High alum — donated $7,000 to begin the
training.
• Owen said the donation is covering an initial 10 students, but as
many as 35 expressed interest in taking the training.
In addition to classroom training, students go on ambulance calls
and work in Lourdes Hospital for 10 hours each.

Feds givel(y. $12.9 million for hybrid hoses

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A Kentucky group will receive
$12.9 million in federal stimulus money to purchase new hybrid
electric school buses.
Energy Secretary Steven Chu announced Wednesday that the
Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition will use the money to replace 190
diesel-powered buses in school districts across the state.
Department of Energy estimated that the project will save
some 122,000 gallons of petroleum per year.
Chu said the buses will be part of a nationwide initiative to
increase energy security, decrease dependence on oil and reduce
pollution.

incorrect, as MCEDC operates
on a calendar fiscal year and has
not crossed the 25 percent
threshold.
Accordingly,
MCEDC is not a public
agency..."
In a copy of his August 25, letter to the Attorney General, KanteckySIdes taking reservations for flights
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)— KentuckySkies is taking reservaMalone wrote 'The MCEDC's
assertion that it is not a 'public tions for its first flights from Owensboro.
Greg Kahlstorf, chief executive officer of Pacific Wings, the new
agency' as defined in KRS
61.870, et seq., is wholly with- airline's parent company, told the Messenger-Inquirer that peopl
e
out merit," citing the fact that its can call now to reserve seats and should soon be able to
make
annual funding comes from
reservations on the Internet.
"thousands of dollars funneled
The first flight to Nashville is scheduled to depart at 8:45
a.m.
from state and local govern- Sunday and arrive in Nashville, Tenn. 45
. minutes later.

ed guilty to first offense operating a motor vehicle under the
influence of alcohol and in
return the Commonwealth recommended four days detention.
a $718 fine, an Alcohol Driver
NOTICE
• The Murray Public Safety Comm
Education program and a 30ittee will meet at 5 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) to review and
discuss bids for Oh* day license suspension.
crusiers. The Health Insurance Comm
Heidi Shultz, chairman of the
ittee will meet at 5:10
p.m. and will discuss the employee
Murray-Calloway County EDC
health insurance plan and
discussion of claims for the past year
had no comment at this tune
and the forecast for the
current year. The Finance/Personnel
Committee will meet at
about the inquiries or the DUI.
5:20 p.m. to discuss the 2009 tax
rate. The Public Works
However, in correspondence to
Committee will then meet at 5:30 p.m.
and will review and disMalone, she pointed out that the
cuss bids for Brinn Road sewer exte
nsion improvements.
local organization "Is a 50IC(6)
They will also discuss the Wastewat
er Facility Plan with repprivate, not-for-profit corporaManning issued a statement Debris dolaying rive
resentatives from GRW.
r wail in Ashland
tion
organized under KRS Wednesday, sayi
•There wiN be a municipal order to reng. "My
ASHLAND,Ky.(AP)— Crews working on the foundation
appoint Karen Welch
273.
00."
of a
to the Architectural Review Board for
actions, which were clearly river wall in Ashl
a three-year term to
and have discovered some underwater obstrucShe
said,
in
letter
a
,
"it
is not a foolish, were and are my tions
expire Aug. 25, 2012 and another to appo
that are delaying the project.
int Jason Pittman to
board or commission of the responsibility
fill the un-expired term of Howard
alone. I have
Korman to the Planning
An
underwater jumble of concrete, iron and steel is maki
Commonwealth of Kentucky apologized to
ng it
Commission.
my board for not difficult to sink pilin
gs that will become the face of the rivenvall
and
is not a political subdivision informing them of this
The council will also hear reports
situation at Veterans Riverfront
from all committees
Park.
or deputment thereof. Further, earlier. Driving after
scheduled to meet prior to the meet
drinking is
ing. At the end of the
The lndedpendent in Ashland reports that workers ran
neither Calloway County nor clearly wrong and
-Tooting, the council plans to meat in exec
into the
I thank God obstructio
utive session to diens about two weeks ago. The wall is made of long
the city of Manny created the that my poor **nest
:tugs pending or proposed litigation.
secdid not tions of steel
driven down to the bedrock under the river.
-:.-• To report a Town Crier item call
MCEDC or has the power to cause harm to any other
753-1916.
person.
A fire department dive team found several large chun
appoint its dissators.
I hope that those who know me
ks of reinforce
d concrete and various large metal objects.
"The
Murray-Calloway will forgive this lapse of judgCity engineer Ryan Eastwood says workers will
County Economic Developmmit ment as I have learne4 a painf
attempt to drive
ul .pili
ngs in locations where they can reach bedrock.
Corporation is not a "public •and waled* life lesson."
The city commission has agreed to spend up to $50,000 to
, agency",ss 4nlined wider.KRS .14 midiha,
fix
the
was
problem.
ilOn
olli
ca,
• 61870(l) Ind'is not.subjett to ."deliver. documents to vario
us
an openswordsswilmipt," Sludtx slue *ace as well,oi-Ai
sowd Mdsll$uwertfileasew near school
concluded ih her lone
HAZARD.ky.
(as a guest) a meeting of the
— A school superintendent in eastern
Alex P. Hattinsato k, an Kentucky Council for Area Kentucky calls recent mudslides near an
elementary school "worationtey with the Louisville- Development Districts."
ryisome."
based law ruin of Stites &
"I was retuning to my howl
Leslie County superintendent Larry Sparks
aa,
said mudslides
anthems, PUS, topneenting after gang out for something to caused by runoff from heavy
rain earlier in August could threaten
the MCEDC. supported that eat. I was alone at the time," he Stinnett Elementary Scho
ol the next time it rains hard.
I To repnrt ,i liews :till) (,:r
position in a letter to Malone noted. "The tires of the vehicle
to
State and federal officials have surveyed
the mudslides, which
fi
dated August 25, by writing, were damaged and the EDC has are near the school,
a fire station and some homes in Stinn
s'
suggest ) toty idea call
ett.
"As a private corporation, been reimbursed for this cost as
WYMT-TV in Hazard quoted Leslie
,
County Emergency
MCEDC would only become well as for my expenses for that Management
Agency director James Couch saying old
the Ledger 8. limes
A'
mining
subject to the (Open Records) time period. I was driven home activity could
have caused some of the slippage.
%
Act
if it were to derive at least by a family member. I have paid
News M-:1Girtmi-int today'
Sparks and other school officials plan
ned to climb a hill behind
25 percent of its funds expended all of my fines and completed the schoo
l Thursday and survey the situation.
by it on the Commonwealth all of my requirements from the
from state or local authority Commonwealth. My license has
Womsa sentoeced hi intontate prostitution ring
been reinstated."
funds
."
•
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP)— A woman
•
has been sentenced in
"More than anything else, I
He continued, "In your letter,
Covington to more than two years in
prison on her conviction for
you state that MCEDC crossed want people to know that I
running a prostitution ring that exte
nded from Ohio into
the 25 percent threshold for its accept total responsibility for
Tenn
essee.
fiscal year beginning July I, my mistakes. I made a mistake,
The Kentucky Enquirer reported a
2008, and ending June 30,2009. I have paid a heavy price and I
federal judge sentenced 51yearold Yong Williams on Wednesday to
have
learned a lesson that I will
This statement, however, is
two years and one
month in prison, despite her request to
never forget," Manning said.
remain free to care for her
Manning noted he was per- elderly mother.
Williams -- who lives in the Cinci
plexed as to why information
nnati suburb of Cheviot, Ohio
—
was the last of nine people sentenced
would be sought since he is not
in the case. She also was
ordered to forfeit about $100,000 and
a public official.
pay $23,000 in back taxes.
Prosecutors said the operation shutt
Malone's interests were not
led prostitutes among brothels
from Dayton, Ohio, to Knoxville.
immediately
ascertainable.
Tenn.
Attempts this morning to reach
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ben Dusing
said Williams took advanhim by telephone were unsuc- tage of Korean women who did not
speak English in what he
cessful.
Dr. Westerfeld attended Moray High
called "modern-day slavery."
School, arid obtained her Iladrelee of
Science in Avindhere degreePow
MUKRA
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The funeral for Mrs.
Nellie Merrell will be Friday at 11
a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock
-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Kerry
Lambert will officiate. Pallbearers will
be Richard
Ward, Jerry and Brandon Eldridge,
Gary Clark,
Brian Hopkins and Ken Grace.
Burial will follow
in the Barnett Cemetery. Visita
tion will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Online condolences may be made
at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made
to
4
Hospice House Fund, Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 4207
1 or The
Merrell
American Cancer Society, 101 S. 4th St., Attn:
Pat
Latimer, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Merrell, 81, Murray,
died Tuesday, Aug. 25, 2009, at 8:26
p.m. at her home. A home
maker, she was of Baptist faith.
Preceding her in death were
her husband, George Merrell, to
whom she was married Aug.
21. 1948, and who died March 27,
2(X)7; two sisters; four brothers.
Born July 29, 1928, in Murray, she
was the daughter of the late
Ulus and Lillie Arnold Melton.
Survivors include one daughter,
Nedra Clark and friend, Richard
Ward,and one sister, Burlene
Steffey, all of Murray; three sisters-inlaw, Joy and Anna Melton, Murra
y, and Yvone Melton, Paris, Thin.;
four grandchildren, Susan Hopk
ins and husband,Brian, Gary Clark,
Jerry Eldridge and wife, Becki
. and Brenda Montgomery and husband, Randy; duet great-gran
dchildren, Brandon Eldridge, Allic
Montgomery and Gabriel Tugnon; sever
al niec.es and nephews.

Mrs. ergot& Jo Shaffer
Mrs. Brenda Jo Shaffer, 63, Magnolia, died
Friday, Aug. 21,
2009, at her home. A homemaker, she was
member of Linwood
Baptist Church and worked with the Linwood
Fire Department. She
was a member of Munfordville Lions Club and
a past commander of
Mid-Illinois Power Squadron. Her hobbies were
boating, gardening,
arts and crafts.
Preceding her in death were her father, Eugene
McManamy, one
brother, Jerry McManarny, and a sister, Donna
Warren.
Survivors include her husband, Glenn Shaff
er; one daughter,
Donna Shaffer, Bloomington, Ill.; two sons, Glen
n Shaffer III and
wife, Cecelia, Decatur, Ill., and Roger Shaff
er and wife, Lisa,
Heyworth, Ill.; one granddaughter, Kelly Jo
Shaffer; her mother.
Ruth Trimble, Murray.
A memorial service was Monday, Aug. 24. 2009
. at 2 p.m. at
Linwood Baptist Church, Magnolia, with Bro.
Terry Shelton officiating. Brooks Funeral Home of Munfordville
was in charge of
arrangements.
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August a deadly month
for U.S. in Afghanistan
KABUL(AP)— A U.S. serv- and gunfire
attack. No other
ice member died this morning in details
were
released.
a militant attack involving a Thousand
s of new American
roadside bomb and gunfire, a troops are
operating for the first
death that pushed August into a time
in Helmand and Kandahar,
tie with July as the deadliest two of
the country's most danmonths of the eight-year war.
gerous provinces.
The death brings to 44 the
Meanwhile, U.S. and Afghan
number of U.S. troops who have forces
attacked a clinic in eastdied in Afghanistan this month. ern Afgha
nistan after a wounded
But with four days left in the Talib
an commander sought
month, August is likely to set a treat
ment, and a U.S. helicopter
new record.
gunship fired on the medical
More than 60,000 U.S. troops center after
militants put up
are now in the country — a resis
tance. Reports of the milirecord number — to combat ris- tant
death
toll
from
ing insurgent violence. The Wedn
esday's firelight varied
number of roadside bombs widely.
The spokesman of the
deployed by militants across the governor
of Paktika province
country has skyrocketed, and said 12
militants died, while
U.S. forces have moved into police
said two were killed. The
new and deadlier areas of the U.S. milit
ary did not report any
country this summer, in part to deaths.
•
help secure the country's Aug.
It wasn't clear why the tolls
20 presidential election.
differed. The fighting began
Violence is on the rise in after a woun
ded Taliban comAfghanistan even as it falls in mander
sought treatment at a
Iraq, where nearly twice as clinic in
the Sar Hawza district
many U.S. troops are still based. of Pakti
ka.
Five U.S. troops have died in
As U.S. and Afghan forces
Iraq this month,three fewer than moved towar
d the center, miliin July.
tants began firing from inside.
A statement from the NATO- Hamidullah
Zhwak, the goverled force in Kabul said the U.S. nor's spok
esman, said the
service member died in southern Taliban comm
ander was woundAfghanistan when the troop's ed Aug. 20,
the day of the counpatrol responded to the bombing try's presi
dential election.

The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy L. Wallace was
Tuesday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Anglin Funeral Home, Dove
r, Tenn. Christopher
Page and Larry Lafferty officiated. Pallbearers
were Conrad Earhart,
Adam and Matthew Lafferty, Troy Robert Newb
erry, and Eric, Todd
David and Bryce Carlon Page. Burial was in
the Jackson Cemetery.
Mrs. Wallace, 82, Dover, died Sunday, Aug.
23, 2009, at the
home
of her daughter and son-in-law, Dianne and
Errol Bartow
Carlon Page.
Preceding her in death were her first husband,
Euel Burkeen, 83. Murray, died Wedn
Ward Wallace; her
esday, Aug. 26, 2009 at second husband. Brad
11:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
y
Walla
ce;
two
child
ren,
Kenn
eth Dale and
County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Brenda
Lee;one sister, Martha Pruitt Wright. Born May
Funeral Home is in charge of arran
22, 1927,in
gements.
Montgomery County, Tenn., she was the daugh
ter of the late John
Henry and Maggie Steiner Pruitt.
Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Cox Orem
Survivors include three children, Carol Sue Boyd
Mrs. Martha Elizabeth Cox Draff
and husband,
en, 88, Benton, died
Jack. Decatur, Ill., David Wayne Wallace, Dove
Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2009, at the Stille
r, and Dianne Page
y House, and
husband, Carlon, Big Rock, Tenn.; one sister
Benton. She was a registered nurse who work
, Mrs. Bernice
ed for
Westerman and husband. Louie; one brother, Rober
the Marshall County Health Department and
t Pruitt, Murray,
was a
member of Briensburg Baptist Church.
Ky.: seven grandchildren, 18 great-grandchildren;
seven great-greatPreceding her in death were two daugh
grand
children.
ters,
JenniLynn Draffen and Jonda Gail Story; her
parents, Adus Lloyd Cox and Icy Dora Frank
lin Cox;
eight brothers and sisters.
Survivors include one son, Doug Draff
en.
WASHINGTON (AP) — cials received
Benton; three grandchildren, Doug Story and
before and after Fort Knox.
wife, Georgia's Repub
lican senators, President Barack Obama
Kim. Kirksey, Matt Story and wife, Jill, Bento
Draffen
signed
n, Saxby Chambliss
Most of the total. $1 10 miland Johnny the stimulus law in February.
and Jennie Lynn Hughes and husband, Bill.
West
lion,
goes to Fort Campbell,
Isakson, voted against the $787 Their pitch
Paducah; four great-grandchildren.
stands out, though, home to the Army
's 101st
billio
n
economic stimulus pack- because of the
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
GOP's staunch Airborne Division. It's
chapel of Collier age,
in
blasting the bill as a bloated opposition. As
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Calvin Wilki
ns will officiate. Burial
Congress consid- (Kentucky
First
Distr
government giveaway.
ict)
will follow in the Briensburg Cemetery, Bento
ered the legislation earlier this Republican
n. Visitation will be at
Ed Whitfield's disBut their disdain didn't stop year, Republican
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thur
s called it a par- trict.
sday).
them from later asking Defense tisan bill boun
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
d to make the size
Briensburg Cemetery
Trashing the stimulus and
Secretary Robert Gates to steer of governme
Fund,c/o George Locker, 3694 U.S. Hwy.68
nt grow. not the also welcoming the mone
E, Benton, KY 42025.
y is a
$50 million in stimulus money economy.
Not a single House sore point for Demo
crat
to
s
who
a
const
ituen
t's bio-energy Republican voted in favor
Rev. Kart L Jackson
of the say the GOP can't have it both
project.
Rev. Kent R. Jackson,68,Paducah,died Tuesd
bill; only
three
Senate ways. But Republicans say
ay,Aug. 25,2009,
Gates didn't do it, but Republicans
at his home. He was born Nov. 19, 1940, in Winds
did so.
or, Mo.,to the late Chambliss, lsaks
there's no inconsistency in
on and other
Belford and Mildred Ruffin Jackson.
Just a few days after criticiz- opposing
wasteful spending
Republican opponents of the ing the "stag
He was a 1964 graduate of University of Misso
gering" cost of the while also backing
uri and a 1966 stimulus aren't
worthwhile
going empty- stimulus, Rep. Brett Guthrie,
graduate of New Orleans Baptist Theologica
l Seminary. His career handed.
a
as minister of music spanned several decad
Republican from Kentucky,
es and he served several
The Pentagon is staying out
Billions of dollars worth of urged Gates
churches, including First Baptist in Kilgo
to consider using of the fight. Navy Cmdr.
re, Texas, (1966-1972), Defense
Darryn
Department stimulus stimulus. money to
Trinity Baptist, _44m- pps. pl./1977.101
renovate a James, a Pentagon spokesman,
186)
:
,rnat
Bapti
st,
Pitilu
pah
•
mone
y
is
payin
g for repairs and military hospital at
(1986-1998; and First Baptist, LaCenter (i998
-2000).
construction at military installa- sprawling Army Fort Knox, a said political cside.rations
In addition, he served is director/instructor.
base located in weir not a factor as ddeiwit
with Mid-Continent tions in areas
offirepresented by his congressional district.
College; interim music specialist with Georg
ia Baptist Convention; lawmakers
cials put together the departwho said "No" to the
and consultant with Georgia Baptist Convention
The
Penta
gon's
stimulus ment's stimulus spending plan.
until his retirement legislation. accor
ding to an spending plan shows no mone
in 2006. He served as interim minister of music
y The two main criteria were that
at First Baptist analysis by The
Church, Murray, in 2008.
Associated for the hospital repairs. But of
projects could be started quickly
Press
.
A soloist and music director, he was frequently
the more than $159 million in to boost
chosen to lead
the economy and would
The request from Chambliss military stimu
music conferences, perform as a guest solois
lus money slated also improve the quali
t, coordinate music and Isakson isn't
ty of life
the only one for Kentucky, almost $38
workshops, lead mission trips to foreign countries,
mil- for military personnel. In stateand direct choirs Gates and other top
defense offi- lion is for other repair work at
and presentations. Since 1972, he was
a member of The
ments, Chambliss and lsakson
Centurymen, a select group of Ministers of
Music within the
Southern Baptist Convention. The group took inter
national tours to
Russia, Eastern Europe, China and Brazil. He serve
d as president in
1993.

Unwanted stimulus dollars aid military base
s in Kentucky

Survivors include his wife, Lucretia Robinson
Jackson, to whom
he had been married for 47 years; one son,
Dr. Brad Jackson,
Denver, Colo.; one daughter, Melissa Hawkins
and husband,
Spencer, Paducah; three grandchildren, Court
ney, Nathan and
Abigail Hawkins; one brother, Dr. Darrell Jacks
on and wife, Ann.
Lohman, MO.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday a 1 p.m. at Lone Oak
First Baptist
Church. Dr J. Robert White and Dr. Dan Surrunerli
n will officiate.
Burial follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be
at Milner and On Funeral Home, Paducah, from 4
to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday) and after II a.m. Friday at the churc
h.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak
First Baptist
Church, 3601 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY
42003 or The
Centurymen Singing Group, P.O., Box 293232, Nashv
ille, TN
37229. Online condolences may be made at www.milner
andorr.com.

said helping their constituents is
an important part of their jobs.
In this case, it was Bell
BioEnergy of Tifton, Ga., which
is developing a process to cclnvert waste into fuel. Overall,
Georgia is getting just over $200
million in defense stimuli's
money for work at installatioas
that include the Army's Fart
Stewart and Fort Gordon, and
Moody Air Force Base.
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Sales of big-ticket items soar

WASHINGTON (AP) — still up more
than 30 percent that saw 1.4 million
industry
Consumers and businesses went from the botto
m in January — a jobs shed since the reces
sion
on a big-ticket spending spree in big relief
after a long and painful began.
July, sending home, car and decline.
-These are crucial elements
equipment sales soaring by the
"We can stop worrying about of a sustainabl
e recovery."
largest amount in years.
the housing market and start David Resle
r,
chief
economist at
The sales, detailed in two playing closer
attention to other Nomura Securities, wrote
in a
government reports Wednesday, issues, such
as when credit will research note.
confirmed a subtle but marked start flowi
ng more freely," Joel
Construction job losses have
shift in confidence about the Naroff, chief
economist at slowed recently, with 76,0
economy. New home sales Naroff
00
Economic Advisors, lost in July, about half
January's
jumped almost 10 percent from wrote in a
note to clients.
level. Much like Cash for
June, while orders for long-lastThe improved outlook could Clunkers, home
buyers are rushing goods like appliances, help further
boost the economy. ing to take advantage of
a federplanes and computers rose near- As home sales
rise, builders will al tax credit that covers 10
perly 5 percent in July, the third gradually need
to hire more cent of the home price, or up
Ralph H. Williams Jr.
to
increase in the past four months. workers to
pour foundations and $8,000, for first-time owner
Ralph H. Williams Jr., 73, Mayfield, died Tuesd
s.
"It
looks
like
we'v
ay, Aug. 25,
e hit bot- pave roads, reversing the trend
2009, at 9:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Cente
tom and we're now slowly tryr, Mayfield.
A retired school teacher from the Toms River,
N.J., School ing to dig our way out," said
System and from Rickel Home Center, Bricktown, NJ.,
he was of Nigel Gault, chief U.S. econoEpiscopal faith.
mist at IHS Global Insight.
Survivors include his wife, Rosemarie Williams, to
Still, it remains unclear
whom he had
been married for 43 years; one daughter, Melanie
Smith and hus- whether the growth can be susband, Ron, Belle Center, Ohio: one sister, Barbara Willi
ams, Seaside tained. Though the increases in
Park, N.J.; three grandchildren; one great-grandchil
d; several nieces housing sales and manufacturand nephews.
ing last month were dramatic,
Dow Jests lad. Avg. —04723- 70.7
IBM
118.0 - 1.47
The funeral will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in
the chapel of they came from extraordinarily
hart
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Masonic rites will also
-0.17
low
levels and were fueled by
be at 7 p.m.
Apple—165.
23
2.16
at the funeral home. Visitation will be at the funeral home
Krovr
temp
orar
y
.-22.0
government pro1 + 0.11
from 5 to
AT&T,loc. ---..........26.23 418
7 p.m. today (Thursday).
grams like Cash for Clunkers
Mattel ------.......18.19•10
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Amer
+ 0.14
ican Cancer and tax credits for home sales.
McDoseids ...._...._......36.75 • 0.25
Society, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003 or Maso
Bank of America ...........„.17.69 - 0.10
Most economists now agree
nic Homes of
Merck
Kentucky, 240 Masonic Home Drive, Masonic Home
- 036
Briggs & Stratton
s of KY 40041, the recession that began in
-1833 -0,24
or a favorite charity.
Micros
oft
.24.36 •119
December 2007 has ended or is
Bristol Myers Squibb ......22.71 •113
ending. Some say the economy
J.C. Nosey
—10.4
9 - 0.01
Caterpillar
......._45.97• 1.21
Mrs. Martha Louisa loom
Is poised to grow strongly in the
Pepsi
n,
ha.
.57.59
.129
Chevron Texaco Corp 64.76 • 1.33
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Louise Jones will be
tonight July-September quarter, but will
Pfizer.
lac.-----16.
67• 0.10
Daimler Chrysler
(Thursday) at 6 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Colema
44.40- 1.80
n & York probably show weaker growth
Regions Fimeadal
69 -0.15
Funeral Home with John Dale officiating. Visitation will
Deem
Foods
.
after
gove
rnme
11.20nt
0.03
stimulus
be at the
Sdier
funeral home from 4 to 6 p.m. today (Thursday). Onlin
ing-P
spend
lougb
ing
----Enon•Mo
taper
28.04
bil....
off.
s
• 11.24
-......
7015
- 1.12
e condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Sales of new homes surged to
Sean
Hold
Ford Motor
*
Corp
44.17
1.10
7.48 - 0.13
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospi
Time
ce House, a seasonally adjusted pace of
Warme
Gemeral Electric
r
-----21
30 -5,26
13.97 • 0.14
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 803 Poplar St., Murra
y, KY 433,000 in July from 395,000 in
GlasoSaidiKline ADR
US Bamcorp— —. 12.11 — —
0.15
+
42071.
June,
the
Commerce
Goodrkb
WellPoint lac
56.35 + 1.10
Mrs. Jones. 82, of Westfield, Ind., formerly of Murray,
.....--54.34 •in
died at Department said, providing
Goody
10:45 a.m. Tuesday. Aug.. 25, 2009 at St. Vincent
ear
anoth
Waler
Mart
16.4
sign
0.52
the
housi
ng
0.46
market
Hospice.
Indianapolis. Ind.
is bouncing back from the hisHopFed Bank* ..
10.008 10.22 A
She was preceded in death by her husband, Maurice Glen
Jones, toric bottom reached early this
and two sons. Ronald Jones and Maurice Jones. Born May
9, 1927 year. Driven by falling prices.
in Johnson City. Tenn.. she was the daughter of the late Daws
on and the fourth-straight monthly
Mary Letha Slimmons Barnes.
increase was greater than
Financial Consultants (I.-RI:
Survivors include one granddaughter, Christie Jones Ewin
expec
ted. Sales haven't risen so
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
g and
husband, Michael and Christie's children, Matthew, Benj
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
amin and dramatically since February
Faith, all of Westfield. Ind.. two additional grandchildren:
270'7531366 I 8004441854
Tammy 2005.
ii fl1: 8:0o 3.m. `,:(10 p.m. M -1and John Jones of Michigan; nine great-grandchildren.
While sales are still off nearly 70 percent from the frenzied
peak four years ago. they are IOW Liom Is I moOot molar in No 0301 vor-ploi umiongod I Odillora lol000doo Nodal on now.
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Open Tryouts for U9 Select
Baseball Team planned Saturday

17.n.iuersary

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

2010 Murray Breds Baseball announces
open tryouts for its U9 Select Baseball Team
to be held Saturday at 1 p.m. on Field ff3 of
Murray/Calloway Central Park. Prospective
players must still be 9 years old on April 30,
2010.
The Murray Breda are a competitive travel team, although most games will be played
within a 1.5 hour drive or less. For more
Information contact Glenn Fritts at 270-2937068, Jeremy Stem at 270-205-2224 or Dax
Myhand at 270-836-6688.

MMS tryouts scheduled

Murray Middle School will have basketball
tryouts for boys in 7th and 8th grade on
Saturday and Monday. The 7th grader tryouts are at 9 to 10:30
a.m.
on Saturday and 3:30 to 5 p.m. on Monday. The 9th grader
tryouts
are 10:30 a.m. to noon on Saturday and 7:30 to 9 p.m. on Mond
ay.
Students must attend at least one of the two tryout date sessi
ons.

MSU Women's Society plans event

The first Murray State University Women's Society event
of the
2009-10 year is the fall reception hosted by Dr. Rhon
da Dunn at
Oakhurst on Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m. Campus and Murr
ay women
are invited to attend. Hors d'oeuvres and drinks
will be served.
Please RSVP by 12 noon on Friday by calling Layni
e Mitchell at
761-4804.

MMS Football plans event

Sanders and Burkeen

Murray Middle School Football will host a fish fry
catered by
Holmes Family Restaurant on Sunday from 10:39 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
at the MMS cafeteria. Tickets are $10 for adults and
$8 for children,
12 and uncle', and may be purchased from any MMS
football player or at the door Sunday.

Bill and Trish Barton

Cole Brayden Burkeen announces the appro
aching marriage of
Bill and Trish Barton celebrated their 50th wedding
his mom and dad, Misti Dawn Sanders and
anniversary
Christopher Brian
with their family in Virginia on Timberlake and
Burkeen.
visited Natural
Bridge.
Farmers' Market Saturday
Ms. Sanders is the daughter of J.T. and
Ken Sanders of New
They were married Aug. 21, 1959, in Lubbock,
The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway
Concord. She is a 1999 graduate of Calloway
Texas
. During
County is now •
County High School their marriage the
couple has lived in six states and 11 cities, but open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7
and is co-manager of Wal-Mart in Murray.
a.m. to 1
they say Murray is definitely home.
p.m.(until sold out)at the Calloway County Fairg
Mr. Burkeen is the son of David and Bonnie
rounds, located on
Burkeen of Almo.
They
have
Ky.
one daughter, Gwen Arrigon, formerly of Murr
Hwy. 121 North, Murray. The group will now take
He is the grandson of Bob Parrish and wife, Faye
ay,
EBT(Food
, and the late Obid now living in Hamil
ton, Ohio, with her husband, Jim, who former- Stamp) and debit cards.
Burkeen and Louise Washam, all of Almo
, and the late Peggy ly worked at the
Murray State University Equine Center.
Parrish of Dexter.
Their son, Michael Barton, attended Murray State
He is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County
Downtown Market Saturday
University in
High School and is 1982, but died in Mont
ana in 1996.
employed at Briggs and Stratton of Murray.
The Downtown Market is open Saturday from
7 a.m. to noon on
They also have two grandchildren, Man and Hatti
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 5, 2009
Murra
y's Court Square. For more information call
e
Arrig
on..
, at 7 p.m. at Patti's
Murray Main
The
coupl
e operated Red Oaks Bridles to Britches, locat
Settlement in Grand.Rivers. All relatives and
Street, 759-9474 or Martha Ails, market coordinato
ed on
friends are invited. Ky. Hwy. 94 East,
r,
7537222.
from
Only out-of-town invitations were sent.
1989 to 2006. Mrs. Barton retired from
Calloway County schools in 2006.
MMS Band plans event
Currently they continue to operate Red Oak
Murray Middle School Tiger Band will have
Farm Horse
Boarding Facility. They attend Locust Grove Bapti
a car wash on
st Church where Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Walgreens,
corner of 12th and
he serves as a deacon and she teaches Sunday Schoo
Main Streets. The money raised by the stude
l. They both
nts will go toward
serve in the Murray Gideon Camp and the
Cassandra
M. Fischer- lege scholarship offers
New Beginnings transportation costs for the year, as well as
and Transition Home
the
purch
ase and mainFlaherty has graduated from the attend the
.
tenance of instruments and equipment.
Advanced ROTC
Mrs. Barton is involved in the 100 Best Communit
Army ROTC (Reserve Officer Course at their
ies, Character
college.
Counts and the Murray Woman's Club.
Training
Corps) Leaflet's
Cadets are observed and evalVFW Post plans family event
Training Course at Fort Knox, uated durin
Veterans and,their families are invited to a picni
g classroom and
c in the MurrayKy.
Calloway County Park near the school hous
field training exercises to detere on Sunday at 3 p.m.
This event is being sponsored by Veterans
A student at Murray State mine their offic
of Foreign Wars Post
er potential in
6291 of Murray.
University, Fischer-Flaherty is a leadership
abilities and skills.
PAD
UCAH, Ky. - People SM program, to vouch
2005 graduate of Calloway The cadets
ers for
are trained to have a fighting cancer often face many
Blood Drive today
taxis or public transit. The
County High School, Murray.
sound understanding of tradi- challenges and fears, such as the
Society also provides a limited
Red Cross Blood Drive will be today (Thursda
She is the daughter of Paula J. tional leade
y)from 11 a.m. to
rship values during side effects of treatment, emo- number of pre-paid gas
4 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
cards
in
and Darrell K. Brantley of the chall
St.,
Murray.
tiona
l
distr
ess,
and
payin
enging, motivating
g med- some areas for cancer patients
Woodsong Lane, Murray.
ical bills, making it easy to lose who are well
"hands-on" training.
enough to drive
Reformers'group will meet
The four-week course is a
The training develops well- focus on other important details themselves but are unable to
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addic
of beating the disease. Many afford to fill
tions program, will
leadership internship for cadets disciplined,
their gas tanks.
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood
highly motivated, health care
Bapti
providers consider
st Church. The
that can lead to the ultimate goal physically condi
"I
have seen first-hand in my public is invited. Child
tioned students, arranging transportation
care is provided. For more information or for
to and medical practice the effect that a a ride
of becoming an Army officer. and helps
call the church office at 753-1834.
improve the cadets' from treatment appointments to
lack of reliable transportation
College students experience and self-confidence
be
the
, initiative, leadleading non-medical can have on medical
care, espeexamine the Army without ership poten
Shrine Bingo on Friday
tial, decision mak- challenge for people facing can- cially when treating cance
r,"
incurring an obligation to serve ing, and colle
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at
ctive team cohe- cer. In fact, studies have shown said Otis W. Bi-awley, M.D.,
6:30 p.m. at the club
build
in the Army or ROTC, and arc sion. The cadet
ing on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public
that
3.6
milli
on Americans delay chief medical officer, Amer
s receive trainis invited.
ican
or have difficulty obtaining Cancer Socie
eligible to receive two-year col- ing in fund
ty. "The American
amental military I need
ed medical care each year Cancer Society
CCHS Class of 1989 planning reunion
provides transskills, Army values, ethics, war- I in
To find out
the absence of available and portation assis
Calloway County High School Class of 1989
tance
because we
rior ethos, rifle marksmanship, affordable transporta
is planning events
tion.
what's
are dedicated to improving qual- for its 20-year reunion. On Friday a tent will be set
small arms tactics, weapons
up at the
The
American
Cancer ity of life for patients, caregivers Murray-Calloway football game at Murray State
happenin
University Stewart
training, drill and ceremony, Society offers a wide range of and survi
vors. We fill a critical Stadium prior to game time. Everyone is invited to The
in your
Big Apple
communications, combat water free and reduced cost trans- need by helping
people get after the game for an informal gathering. On Saturday, a golf scra
community
porta
mtion
services to cancer access to treatment."
survival training, rappelling,
ble at the Murray Country Club is being organ
ized.
The
reuni
read the
on
patie
dinnts
who
eithe
r
are
not physland navigation, and squad-level
Services are available nation- ner will be that night at 7 p.m. at the Murr
ay Country Club. For
ically able to get back and fort,' wide, but speci
operations field training.
fic offerings vary more information contact Betsy Whitfield at
270-519-0961 or
without help, or who cannot by location
according to local Stefani Billington at 270-752-1624.
afford transportation, ensuring resources and
program support.
that these individuals can get Anyone seek
ing information
Twin Lakes Club plans event
access to the care they need.
can visit www.cancer.org, or
Twin Lakes Coon Club will host the
The Society's transportation speak to
Kentucky Squirrel Rifle
a trained Cancer Shoot on Saturday at noon
. The League of Kentucky Sportsme
assistance takes many forms, Information
n
Specialist at the sponsors this statewide prog
ram designed to provide a safe competfrom volunteers driving patients Society's
National Cancer itive shooting program for
all of Kentucky's youth and to famil
to and from appointments as Informatio
iarn Center by calling 1- ize the youth and the
general public with the League of Kent
part of the Road to Recovery 800-227-2345
ucky
.
Sportsmen and Local Sportsmen's Clubs
around the state. The Rifle
Shoot will be at the club in Hardin
which will be followed by a
41110
1
.
youth coon hunt and hot dog roast. Shoot
ing Classes will be for
Boys 17 to 20 years old, 13 to 16 years,
10 to 12 years, 9 years old
and under, and Girls, 17 to 20 years old.
There is no cost to partici- •
pate. For more information contact Grant
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
Black at 437-4850.
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
Angel alert issued
. www.rollingh.com
An Angel Alert has been issued by the
•
Little Lakers Family
1
Resource Center for a twin bed and
mattress set for a young family.
Call the center at 762-7410 if you have
one to donate.

MksNews

Affordable transportation needs
met by American Cancer Society
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Food workshop planned

Another Food Preservation Workshop
will be Saturday from 9
a.m. to noon at the American Legion
building, located across from
Bee Creek Soccer Complex, on North
4th Steet. The class is limited to 10 participants who will make salsa
using the pressure canner
method and a marnialade using the water
bath method. Persons
interested are asked to call the Calloway
County Extension office at
753-1452 by today (Thursday I.

Compassionate Friends will meet

Compassionate Friends Support Grou
p will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the private
dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital_ This is a grou
p for parents who have lost
a child or young adult through death.
For more information call
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda
Bennett at 73l-4'88324.

TOPS Chapter will meet

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter
#469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of
Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie
Cunningham at 751-6646.
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PADUCAH, Ky. - The international Irish music phenomenon, "Celtic Woman,- will play
in Paducah on Oct. 9 at 7:30
p.m. at the Carson Center.
Four years ago, "Celtic
Woman" traveled from Ireland
to America and captivated millions with their inspiring songs
of hope and love. Their incredible journey to stardom has been
like a dream come true for
vocalists Chloe, Lisa, Lynne,
Alex and Celtic violinist
Mairead. The 2009 "Isle of
Hope" tour will dazzle the eye,
enchant the ear and stimulate
both the mind and the heart.
Fans have the opportunity to
experience the most magical
production of "Celtic Woman"
yet, featuring brand-new renditions of "Fields of Gold" and
"Have I Told You Lately That I
Love You," as well as an original anthem by Brendan Graham,
writer of "You Raise Me Up."
Musical Director David Downes

ed

to noon on
array Main
3-7222.
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returned home to Western
Kentucky this spring to begin
her career in the music business
and operate McIntosh Road
Studio with her father, Steve. In
addition to working as studio
manager and recording engineer, this job has given her the
chance to pursue one of her passions - songwriting.
The song, "Cool Vibes," is
about the late David Celaya - a
well-known Mayfield phutpgrajser'OA°iapireld coUldiesi
people with his unique perspective on life.'In the wike orMr.
Celaya's
untimely
death,
Holshouser's writing partner
and Mayfield native, Leandra
Celaya, wrote the lyrics to the
song as a way to pay tribute to
her father and to the positive
impact he had on so many lives.
It will be featured Oki a CD
album scheduled for release in
mid-September
entitled
Backporch State of Mind. The
title track was also penned by

on several national television
shows including "Live with
Regis and Kelly," "Martha
Stewart," CBS's "Early Show,"
"Brian
Boitano's
Skating
Spectacular: Skate for the
Heart," and will appear on "The
Bonnie Hunt Show" on Friday.
Dec. 5. Named the number-one
Top World Music Artist by
Billboard Magazine. "Celtic
Woman" albums ("Celtic
Woman,"
"A
Christmas
Celebration," and "A New
Journey") have held the numberone position on the magazine's
World Music chart for 90 consecutive weeks. Their recent
album, 'The Greatest Journey
Essential Collection," debuted at
number one.
The Carson Center box office
is located at 100 Kentucky
Avenue, Paducah with hours
Monday to Friday from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. For tickets, call (270)
450-4444 or visiting www.thecarsoncenter.org.

Adsmore, Princeton Art Guild holds
'Concert on the Lawn' next weekend

PRINCETON, Ky. — The
annual "Concert on the Lawn"
hosted by Adsmore and the
Princeton Art Guild, will be held
this year on Labor Day weekend, Sunday, Sept. 6, at 4:30
p.m., at 304 N Jefferson St.,
Princeton.
the Holshouser/Celaya songThe public is invited free of
writing team. The album is a charge. Bring a lawn chair
or
charity project sponsored by blanket and enjoy an evening of
Better Together, Inc. Proceeds music with Kala Dunn, Scan
will benefit the Polycystic Mestan, Dean Hughes and Joe
Kidney Disease Foundation and Tarentino playing a wide variety
the
David
Celaya
Arts of musical styles.
Dunn began playing the flute
Scholarship. Lehman stated, "I
at
age
9. A 2006 graduate of the
did not have the pleasure of
Interlochen Arts Academy, she
meeting David Celaya personalstudied with a number of private
ly, but I feel like I know him teacher
s and eventually joined
through the words of Rachel and the flute studio. Thoug
h she
Leandra's song 'Cool Vibes'
began college at. Murray Stair
definitely, my kind of guy! I am University as a flute major, she
pleased and honored to boa part is. currently pursuing a piano
of this recording, and I am very performance degree. After hearimpressed with the sincere effort ing the recordings of Ella
being given by all those Fitzgerald. Anita O'Day, Benny
involved."
For more information on
Backporch State of Mind and
Better Together, Inc. visit
411
www.myspace.com/backporchstateofmind. For more information on Rachel Holshouser and
McIntosh Road Studio visit
www.mcintoshroadstudio.com.

West Kentucky songwriter works
with Grammy-winning producer
BOAZ, Ky. When
Grammy® Award-winning producer, Dave Lehman, heard a
recording of the song Cool
Vibes co-written by local songwriter Rachel Holshouser, he
immediately offered his services
to her project. Within a few days
of first hearing the song, he
booked a session with one of the
top studio
musicians in
Nashville to add a string
arrangement to the songwriter's
demo. The musician chosen by.
Lehman for the session was cellist John Catchings whose creel;
its read like a "Who's Who" of
musical artists ranging from
Garth Brooks to Jason Mraz. "It
has been an incredible opportunity working with this caliber of
people so early in my career,"
Holshouser said, "and Dave has
been extraordinarily generous in
sharing his time, talents and
knowledge."
Holshouser, a recent graduate
of the University of Kentucky,

has composed stunning new
music for the 19- member
ensemble featuring the wonderful voices of •'Celtic Woman"
and the energetic musical inventiveness of Celtic violinist,
Mairead. The show will also
feature cornerstone favorites
such as -The Sky and the Dawn
and the Sun.""Danny Boy," and
"Spanish Lady," among others.
"Celtic Woman" has been
winning over audiences worldwide with their heavenly renditions of Irish standards, classical
favorites and contemporary hits.
In just four short years, the
group has sold more than four
million CDs and DVDs, played
seven U.S. tours, and performed
for more than 800,000 people.
Meanwhile, the three "Celtic
Woman" PBS Specials have
aired more than 13,658 times on
342 PBS stations across the
country, covering 97 percent of
U.S. television households.
'The group has also appeared

Goodman, Louis Armstrong and
June Christy, Dunn has begun a
slow departure from classical
flute and looks forward to
exploring the role of the flute in
all genres of music.
Mestan was attracted to
acoustic music from artists of
the early seventies. He began to
show an interest in the guitar as
a teenager. Though mostly selftaught., he has had classical lessons that helped him develop his
finger-style guitar technique that
he adapts to different styles of
music. Mestan performs at local
venues and has been active in
the Princeton Art Guild as a
committee member for the
Pennington Folk Festival.
Joining Dunn and Mestan, is
Dean Hughes, a local business.
owner. Hughes' percnss,ion
have enabled him to perform
with notable regional groups of
all genres, including the Todd
Hill Orchestra and the Alonzo

Pennington Band.
The only member of the
group not a resident of Princeton
is bassist Joe Tarentino. A retired
music educator from Georgia,
Tarentino now resides in
Kuttawa. He spent most of his
teaching career developing
string orchestra programs in secondary schools. His exceptional
music talent and taste keep him
active as a performer throughout
the region.
The yearly concert is a
-thank-you" to the community
from Adsmore and the Guild.
Refreshments served by the
Adsmore staff are provided by
the Guild. In case of rain, the
event will be held in the Butler
GYP'
,lk?Faited in the 600 block of
West. Main St., Princeton. For
additional information contact
the curator of Adsmore at (270)
365-3114
Or
e-mail
adsmore@vci.net.

Big Read ties in with 'Mockingbird'
PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Luther F. Carson Four Rivers
Center will launch its Big Read
program in celebration of "To
Kill A Mockingbird" with a
kick-off event on Saturday, Sept.
26 at II a.m. The kick-off event,
which will take place at the
Carson Center at 100 Kentucky
Avenue in downtown Paducah,
is open to the public. This local
Big Read is presented in partnership with the McCracken
County Public Library.
The kick-off event will feature a celebration on the front
lawn at the Carson Center with
live music and a visit with Mary
Badham, the keynote speaker,
and actress who played Scout
opposite Gregory Peck in the
1962
movie
version
of
"Mockingbird." The novel by
Harper Lee won the Pulitzer
Prize after its publication 50
years ago and 500 copies of it
will be given away to attendees
of the kick-off event.
"The Paducah region is so
fortunate to have been selected

to be a Big Read community,"
said Mary Katz,education direct
of the
o
Carson
r
Center.
.
"It is a
wonderful opportunity to not
only promote reading and literacy among our citizens but as
events are planned around the
reading and sharing of one book,
we are seeing businesses and
individuals engaged in creative
partnerships that couldn't exist
without the Big Read."
The Big Read is an initiative
of the National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA) designed to
restore reading to the center of
American culture. The NEA
presents The Big Read in partnership with the Institute of
Museum and Library Services
and in cooperation with Arts
Midwest. Support for The Big
Read is provided by the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation. National
transportation for The Big Read
is provided by Ford.
The Paducah area is one of
269 communities nationwide
participating in The Big Read
from September 2009 - June

2010. The local program will
take place from September
through November 2009. To
date, the NEA has funded more
than 800 Big Read programs in
the nation's towns and cities.
The community will celebrate
"Mockingbird" with a full calendar of events including guided
book discussions at the
McCracken County Library,
Market Square Cafe, and in
schools around the area. Maiden
Alley Cinema will hot a special
screening of the 1%2 movie and
Andrew Halford will host a special lunch at the Library to discuss why we still read this book
today. This will all lead up to the
play's performance on on Nov. 5
at the Carson Center by
Montana Repertory Theatre.
For more information on Big
Read activities in the Paducah
area, contact Mary Katz, at 270443-9932 ext. 250. A full calendar of events for The Big Read
in Paducah at www.thecarsoncenter.org.
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Arts in the Reel=
• Murr Vegas Allstars will play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe and Tommy Akers
Band will play next Thursday,
Sept. 3. Music starts at 9 p.m.
There is a cover charge and
weekend shows are limited to
ages 21 and older.
• Playhouse in the Park presents "Deady Departed' Friday
and Saturday at 7 p.m. and
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. For tickets,
www.playhouseinthepark.net.
• Murray State University's
Cinema Inier national series
presents Woody Allen's "Vicky
Christina Barcelona, featuring an
Oscar-winning
performance

from Penelope Cruz, at 7:30
p.m. tonight (Thursday), Friday
and Saturday In the Curds
Center Theater. The 2007
German-Turkish film -The Edge
of Heaven" will play next week at
the same times.

mvw.maidenalleycinema.org.

t\s.

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
Presents the "Grand Finale Stars
of Tomorrow Show" at 8 p.m.
Friday and special guests The
Red River Fiddlers at 8 p.m.
Saturday. For tickets, call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.

•The Malden May Cinema in
downtown Paducah will show
"Cheri," starring Michelle Pfeiffer
• The student-run Tinsettown
end Kathy Bates Friday,
Tuesda
ys series kicks off its seaSaturday and Sunday. On
Sunday at 4 p.m., it will screen son at 7 p.m. Tuesday with
the Oscar-winning 1951 classic, "Back to the Future 2" in the
'The African Queen,' starring Curds Center Theater.
Katherine
Hepburn
and
Humphrey Bogart, which is still
To add an event to the arts
unavailable on DVD in the calendar. contact Hawkins
United States. For more details, Teague at
753-1916 or
hh9ague U murrayledgercorn
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Heirs to Kennedy's legacy not easy to find
By JIM KUIFINDENN
tion's recipient of the Kennedy
Associated Press Writer
family's political mantle. And
WASHINGTON (AP) — In Obama has benefited immensethe halls of liberalism, it's hard ly from comparisons of his style
to imagine anyone filling such a to the youthful vigor once disvoid.
played by President John F.
Sen. Edward Kennedy was the Kennedy, Sen. Kennedy's older
thundering
partisan,
the brother.
unapologetic lit eral leader, the
"Kennedy endorsed him,
master legislative dealmaker embraced him and made his
and tactician. He was also campaign his own," said Roger
flawed, haunted by tragedy, yet Hickey, co-director of the libera portrait in charm and Irish al Campaign for America's
bonhomie.
Future. "So many of the hopes
In time, there will be many of everyone who were followers
pretenders to his legacy.
of Ted Kennedy are also resting
Scanning the political land- on Barack Obama. He's the
scape, there are special politi- largest leader on the scene."
cians, remarkable in their own
But while Kennedy seized the
right, who can lead the role of liberal standard-bearer,
Democratic Party. But none Obama perceives himself as a
embodies the totality of what post-partisan president, one
Kennedy brought to the floor of eager to shun ideological labels.
the Senate, to the campaign
There is Hillary Rodham
trail, to the negotiating table.
Clinton, another skilled politiTo be sure, President Barack cian who emerged from the
Obama was virtually anointed shadow of a family name to
by Kennedy as the new genera- develop her own reputation as a

progressive who forged warm she's too polarizing both inside
working relationships with her and outside the Congress to
adversaries. Howard Dean, the match Kennedy's lawmaking
former chairman of the touch.
Democratic
National
Kennedy's old colleague John
Committee, galvanized young Breaux, a former senator from
people as a presidential candi- Louisiana who made his own
date in 21304 and has become a share of legislz6ve deals operathigh-profile advocate of the lib- ing from the center of the party,
eral case for a health care over- said Kennedy might simply be
haul.
too exceptional a figure to
But Obama and Clinton 3ren't replace.
creatures of the Senate. For
Unique in talent, unique in
Kennedy, the Senate was his pedigree; a man of a certain
permanent redoubt; for Obama time.
and Clintz•n, it was a sojourn.
"No one ever challenged his
And Dean is a former governor sincerity of being a progtessive,
of Vermont who has a scratchy liberal Democrat," Breaux said.
relationship with Washington "Those credentials were there,
Democrats,
they were earned. It was his
Sen. Harry Reid, the Senate's family tradition. When he put
Democratic leader, and House his good-deal imprimatur on
Speaker Nancy Pelosi sit atop something, it made it acceptable
the legislative party hierarchy. to the more moderate to liberal
But they don't have the same progressive wing of the party.
venerable status as Kennedy.
"I don't know that there is any
And though Pelosi is embraced one person right now who can
by the left wing of the party, do that."
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
WWW.house.gov/whitheld

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
wenv.jim_bunning0bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Mos,Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henleyOirc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
1-800-372-7181.

Dodd says he will carry on Kennedy's work
By ADMEN,PAHA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Christopher Dodd says he'll
push hard to win the far-reaching health care overhaul championed
by Sen. Edward
Kennedy, whom Dodd viewed
almost like a brother.
Dodd's dedication to carrying
on Kennedy's career-long quest
for universal health care is not
surprising. Dodd, D-Conn., and
Kennedy, D-Mass., were friends
since Dodd arrived in the Senate
nearly 30 years ago and served
togethei for years on the Senate
Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions
Committee
that
Kennedy chaired. Tapped by
Kennedy himself, Dodd filled in
for his ailing friend this summer
as Kennedy's committee tackled, and approved, a bill to
expand health insurance coverage, the first time a congressional panel has approved a health
care overhaul plan.
In a voice choked with emo-

tion, Dodd recounted for
reporters his final months with
Kennedy, 77, who died Tuesday
after battling brain cancer.
"I don't remember not knowing him," said Dodd. "It's like
losing a brother."
Dodd trekked to Kennedy's
compound in Hyannis Port,
Mass., for dinner earlier this
summer. There they talked at
length about the health care
changes Kennedy was advocating. Even though Kennedy had
difficulty speaking, "the lights
were on and he knew exactly
what was going on," Dodd said.
"He was the quintessential
legislator," Dodd said. "He
understood the Senate as well as
anybody ever has."
Like Kennedy, Dodd, 65, is
dealing with cancer — an early,
treatable stage of prostate cancer
which, Dodd said, will not derail
his plans to run for re-election
next year. He underwent surgery
two weeks ago in New York,
and the first call he received

afterward was from the ailing
Kennedy, who jokingly welcomed Dodd to the "cancer
club" and made some off-color
comments about the hazards of
catheters.
Now, with Kennedy gone,
Dodd faces a major decision on
whether to take over Kennedy's
chairmanship, effectively turning himself into the shepherd of
his old friend's fight for health
care. Dodd said he needs time to
consider his choices and plans to
consult with Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid, among others, before deciding.
"I really don't have any
answer for you at this point,"
Dodd replied Wednesday when
asked what he might do. "I am
just too consumed with the
loss."
Democrats hoping to win passage of brewd health care
reforms are struggling to get
back on track as Congress winds
down its annual August recess
and prepares to return to Capitol

Hill early next more.Dodd said
that he thinks Kennedy '1.11
confident that we were on track"
and that Kennedy's spirit "will
be very much a part" of the legislative push for health care.
If he does decide to take the
helm of the health committee,
Dodd must relinquish his chairmanship of the Senate Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs
Committee, a choice that could
weigh heavily in his 2010 reelection bid, the toughest fight
of his five-term Senate career.
Such a change could give
Dodd's campaign a boost, as
Dodd has been dogged by allegations he's too cozy with the
financial interests he's supposed
to regulate through his committee.
Some analysts believe taking
over Kennedy's committee
could give Dodd 'appropriate
distance from the financial
issues that have hurt his popularity over the past year.
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2009 CROSSTOWN CLASSIC

COLLEGE HOOPS
ROUNDUP

WEEK 1
SCOREBOARD

20510

Calloway Co. at
Murray

. 20510
25-3115

Lone Oak at
Reidland

;. 20510
24-4343

Caldwell Co. at
Hopkins Co. Central

Similar strokes

y. 40601

Evansville Bosse
(Ind.) at Marshall Co.
v. 40601.
72-7181.

Gleason (Tenn.)at
Fulton City
Lake Co.(Tenn.) at
Fulton Co.
'Warren East at
Owensboro Apollo
Fort Campbell at
Kenwood (Tenn.)
Bowling Green at
Owensboro Catholic
• Russell Co. at
Campbellsville

:OfTI

:OM

:orn

Trigg Co. at
Graves Co.*

:om
:am

:OM

:orn
:om
:om
:am

Beaumont(Mo.) vs.
Paducah Tilghman*"
Trousdale Co.(Tenn.)
at Mayfield*

:OM

:own

:OM

Massac Co.(Ill.) at
Crittenden Co.*

:OM

Union Co. at
Ballard Memorial*
Metcalfe Co. at
Franklin-Simpson*
Evansville Reitz (Ind.)
at Daviess Co.*
* — Saturday game
" — at Ballard Mem.

it

!X41

.2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
. CIASS 1A, Disnua 1
Mayfield
• Crittenden Co.
• Ballard Mem.
flulton City
•

Alton Co.
_

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0-0

1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

CIASS 2A, Disnucr 1
Caldwell Co.
Heath
• Murray
Reidland
Trigg Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1

CIASS 2A, DisTRicr 2
Fort Campbell 0-0

• O'boro Cath. 0-0
• Hancock Co. 0-0
Todd Co. Cent. 0-0

1-0
1-0

0-1
0-1

CLASS 3A, DISTRICT 1
McLean Co.
Pad. Tilghman
: Union Co.
• Webster Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 1
Lone Oak
0-0
Hopkins Cent. 0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0

1-0
0-0

0-1

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 2
Allen Co.-Scot. 0-0
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
Russell Co.
0-0
Logan Co.
0-0
Warren East
0-0

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

CLASS 6A, Disinua 1
O'boro Apollo 1-0
Daviess Co.
0-0
Graves Co.
0-0
flenderson Co. 0-0
Marshall Co. 0-0
Muhlenberg Co.0-1

1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1

TODD GRIFFIN / Princeton Times-Leader and TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
(Left) Calloway County running back Austin Hargrove explodes through the line to score the Lakers'
only touchdown of the
evening in a 34-7 loss at Caldwell Co. last Friday. (Right) Murray quarterback Christian Duncan
finds open space to the right
side en route to an 11-yard gain in Murray's 21-6 victory over Madisonville-North Hopkins
last Friday. Murray and Calloway
meet Friday night at Murray State's Roy Stewart Stadium for the 28th edition of the rivalry
game.

OFFENSIVE UNES, RUNNING GAMES HALLMARKS AS RIVALS PREPARE
My TOMMY[KURD
Sports Writer
sk coaches at both
Calloway County
and Murray what
concerns
them
most about their
Friday
night
opposition, and
you get, essentially, the same answer.
Big, experienced offensive
lines and capable running
games.
At a position in which big
men are used to laboring for little recognition, the frontlines at
both schools received plenty of
attention this preseason.
Murray and Calloway both
suffered heavy graduation losses
at the skill positions. But on the
offensive line, they looked to be
two of the strongest teams in the
region.
The Lakers returned four
starters up front while Murray
figured to base their conservative rushing attack around two
300-pounders.
The running game was a
force to be reckoned with for
both schools in week zero
games last Friday. The Tiers
gained all 151 yards of offense
on the ground in a 21-6 win over
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
The Lakers were plagued by
penalties and flub-ups in the
center-to-quarterback exchange

A

Crosstown Classic
Calloway County
vs. Murray
When: 7730 p.m
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium at
Murray Stale University
TV. radio: Murray Electric Ch. 15;
WFOS, 103.7 FM, WAAJ,897 FM
Records: Calloway Co. 0-1 (0-0, 14A); Murray 1-0 (0-0, 1-2A)
Series record: Calloway leads 14-13
Keys to the game: The Lakers have
to find a way to slow down Murray's
power rushing attack They didn't tare
well against the run against Caldwell
Co Murray must limit mistakes just as
It did against Madisonville. The Tigers
need to put together a sustained drive
early to eat clock and build momentum.

will

P
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.
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Swiss lsItsvlovi
(Last 10 Gems)
2006
2007
2006
2008
2002
2001
2000
1909
1998
1907

Cadowey Co. 21, Murray 17
Calkrway Co. 27, Murray 21
Calloway Co. 44, Murray 0
Murray 32, Calbway Co.26
Calloway Co. 35, Murray 6
Murray 31, Calloway Co. 13
Calloway Co. 42, Mundy 7
Murray 23, Calloway Co. 13
Murray 28, Calloway Co. 14
Calloway Co. 13, Murray 12

Ma tile photo
The Crosstown Classic trophy awaits a winner prior to
last season's game at Roy Stewart Stadium. Calloway
County was a 21-17 winner in 2008 and puts the Murray
Bank-sponsored trophy on the line Friday night.

in a 34-7 loss at Caldwell Duncan'who will send his team
against their crosstown rivals
County.
But a closer look at the statis- Friday. "They've got a very fast
tics revealed an offense that was running back and a very good
productive when it wasn't shoot- offensive line."
Cue Calloway coach Josh
ing itself in the foot.
That productivity was led by .McKeel with the echo.
"They're very big offensivesenior running back Austin
ly:
.
he said. "You look at their
Hargrove, who carried for 104
yards behind that veteran offen- offensive line and you see not
only straight-out size, but
sive line unit.
they're good at what they do.
"They're better than what
Obviously,
their backfield is
that (Caldwell) game showed,"
said Murray coach Steve very talented. They're a good

power football team."
So sets the scene for the 28th
edition of the rivalry game at
Roy Stewart Stadium. a series
which Calloway leads by one,
14- I 3.
Hardware will be at stake for
only the second time on Friday
as Calloway puts the dueling
helmet trophy on the line after
last season's 21-17 win.
For the first time in a long
time. Murray enters the game as
•See CLASSIC, 28

Taking
A
Stand
PITINO LASHES
OUT ABOUT
REVIVED
ACCUSATIONS
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A
seething Rick Pitino said he
could stay on the sidelines no
longer.
The Louisville men's basketball coach said video aired
Wednesday of a police interview
with a woman at the heart of sex
and extortion scandal surrounding Pitino revived a "total fabri.
cation of the truth." In it, Karen
Cunagin Sypher accuses Nino
of sexually assaulting her, an
allegation she brought to police
after she was accused of tryinkto
extort millions from the coach.
Prosecutors did not pursue
charges against Pitino.
Against his lawyer's advice,
Pitino said he felt he needed to
speak out.
"Everything that's been printed, everything that's been reported, everything that's been break7
ing in the news on the day Ted
Kennedy died is 100 percent a
lie, a lie," Pitino said in a hastily
called news conference. "All of
this has been a lie, a total fabrication of the truth."
His remarks came two weeks
after a five-minute apology for
an "indiscretion" with Sypher at
a Louisville restaurant in 2(X)3.
He has told police he had sex
with her there. Sypher later told
Pitino she was pregnant, planned
to have an abortion but did not
have medical insurance. He told
police he gave her $3,000,
money his attorney Steve Pence
said was for insurance, not an
abortion.
Pitino had planned to stay
mum and let the case go to trial
when he says "the truth will
come out." Pitino still didn't discuss details of the case. But the
56-year-old married father of five
said the scandal had been "pure
hell" for his wife and family and
fumed at the media for airing the
new video that repeated claims
made in a transcript released earlier.
"Enough's enough, everybody is tired of it," Pitino said.
"We need to get on with the
important things in life like the
economy and really some crucial
things in life like basketball. I
admitted to you 1 made a mistake, and believe me I will suffer
for that mistake," he added.
Pitino has kept a low profile
since his apology, focusing on
preparing the Cardinals for the
2009-10 season. He was
involved in individual workouts
on Wednesday. and updates on
the Witter pages of several players indicated nothing except
another series of grueling drills.
As his news conference was
carried live on television in
Louisville, at least one station
split the screen with Pitino talking on the left, and the police
video of Sypher on the right.
The video released under the
Kentucky Open Records Act
shows Sypher sitting across a
•See PITINO, 28

Tigers, Lakers on opposite paths ... or are they?
FANS SHOULD EXPECT
NOTHING OTHER THAN
`CLASSIC' GAME
In the immediate wake of
last Friday night's seasonopeners, it was easy to feel
very, very good about
Murray's upcoming season
and very, very had about
Calloway County's.
If you had asked me then
to pick this Friday'.
BETWEEN
Crosstown Classic, I'd have
THE LINES taken the Tigers in a rout.
But with time, and muchTommy
needed sleep after hell week
Dillard
(also known as putting out
the preview section), comes clanty.
Sure. Murray surprised the state by not
only beating 5A Madisonville North -

Hopkins. but rendering the Maroons' time to avoid a similar embarrassment, only
offense completely ineffective.
this time with the whole county watching.
And yes, I know that Calloway was
Reading between the lines, one was able
soundly beaten by a Class 2A Caldwell to find plenty of good news in Calloway's
County club that was supposed to be week zero performance on offense.
rebuilding.
When the Laker% weren't putting themOn the surface, week zero's happenings selves in impossible 2nd-and-long and 3rdshould render the Tigers' heavy favorites on and-long situations. they were moving the
Friday night. And while Murray does enter hall.
the rivalry tilt with an edge, things are not
Austin Hargrove had 104 rushing yards
always as they appear.
and a touchdown. Jordan Burkeen complet •
Allow me to explain.
ed 7 of his 11 passes for 79 yards.
Calloway cannot possibly play as pearly
Both were solid nights for first-time
as they did in Princeton.
starters.
The Lakers shot themselves in the tool
The only misad‘enture in Calloway's
repeatedly with had snaps and penalties. But night that could ha‘e some carryover to this
the good news is that Calloway wasn't done week was the 302 rushing yards they gave
in by some fundamental shortcoming in tal - up to the Hue Tigers.
em or desire.
DelettNe was supposed to be a strength
Instead, the issues the Laker: are ha% mg for the Laker. and those numbers base to
are correctable things. and you better cause some concern. especially when
believe the coaching staff is working overSee COLUMN, 2B

1
1

ED REINKE / AP

Rick Pitino points to cameras In the back of the
room during a news conference
at
Louisville
Wednesday. Pltino said a
sex scandal involving a
woman accused of trying
to extort him has been
"pure hell" for his family
and that he's had enough.
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irs Former UK coach
charged with DUI

Ity OVC Spans leteriseties
. PHILADELPHIA
Jacksonville State is ranked 21st
and Eastern Kentucky 24th
while four other Ohio Valley
Conference schools were among
ihcise receiving votes in the
:Sports
Network
Football
Championship
Subdivision
(FCS) Preseason Top 25
released on Wednesday.
The OVC schools among the
others receiving votes were UT
Martin (192 points, unofficially
34t-h), Eastern Illinois (93
points, 38th), Tennessee State
(47 points, 46th) and Murray
• algae (2 points, 70th).
The six schools in the poll
•was one more than were ranked
in the FCS Coaches Poll which
was released on Monday.
;Murray State was the only
• :school not ranked in that poll.
JSU received 808 total
points, just behind 20th ranked
Texas State but over 100 points
:Mead of 22nd place South
..Dakota State. Last season the
• Gamecocks finished tied for
Second in the OVC with an 8-3
TIN MX Pal
;PHILADELPHIA (AP)-The top 25
- learns In The Sports Network Football
Championship Subdivision preseason
'
- Doll, with first-place votes in parentheses.
:points and final ranking:
RecordP1sPvit
-1 Appalachian State (79)0-0 3,853 5
:2. Richmond (72)
0-0 3,792 1
.3. Montana (2)
0-0 3.506 2
- :4. Northern Iowa (2) 0-0 3,408 4
:4. Villanova (2)
0-0 3,285 6
.:6. James Madison (1) 0-0 3,060 3
•.7. Southern Illinois
0-0 2,897 11
NM Hampshire
0-0 2,544 8
• '9. Weber State (1)
0-0 2,525 7
10. Watford
0-0 2,109 9
11 Ekon
0-0 2.16217
12. Cal Poly
0-0 1.780 10
13.,Central Arkansas 0-0 1,67012
_14. VYMiam 8 Mary
0-0 1,63520
15. McNees* State
0-0 1.45321
:16. S. Carolina St. (1) 0-0 1,37913
-17. Massachusetts
0-0 1,056NR
Eastern Washington 0-0 1,038NF1
'•19. Maine Black
0-0 1.03318
:IKE Texas State
0-0 IMO 22
• -11. Jacksonville Sista 0-0 ste n
:22. South Dakota Stale 0-0 707NR
73. Harvard
0-0
504 15
:14. Easeem Kerducky 0-0 194 19
rs. Grumbling State 0-0 382 24
25. Holy Cross
0-0 382 NR

ft

'tithers receiving votes: Georgia
:Southern 336, Liberty 330, Colgate 319,
-Mann Dakota State 252. Montana Stele
.;;t17, Woks 206, DsloNSWID 202, Fkaide
,4444. 194, TennerseareMWSin MIL
Furman 171, Northern Arizona 189,
Youngstown State 145, Eastern Illinois
93, Albany 64, UC Davie 63, Western
Illinois 61, Penn 56, Coastal Carolina 52,
Prairie View MU 52, Samford 49,
- Tennessee Stale 47, Jackson Stele 46,
Southern 39, Hampton 38, BethuneCookman 37, Brown 32, Northwestern
Stale 30. Son Diego 20, LalayetM 17,
:Delaware State 16, JocksonvIlle 16,
• Lehigh 16, Arkansas-Pine Bluff 15,
Western Carolina 14, Charleston
Southern 12, North Dakota 12, Fordham
10, Norfolk Stale 10, Stony Brook 10, The
Ciletiel 10, Towson 10. Morgan Slate. 8,
Monmouth 5, Yabe 4, Alabama MM 2,
!Knoll Ste* 2, Missouri State 2, Murray
" IMMO 2, Presbyterian 2. Gardner-Webb 1,
Portland State 1. Robert Morris 1,
Southeastern Louisiana 1.

overall record after winning its
final three games to finish 22nd
in the FCS Coaches final poll
and 23rd in The Sports Network
final poll in 2008.
Eastern Kentucky, the OVC
preseason favorite in a league
head coaches poll, received 394
points and came in at 24th after
narrowly missing out on the
FCS Coaches Top 25 earlier this
week (they were 27th in that
poll). EKU was ranked No. 18 in
the final FCS Coaches Poll last
season and No. 19 in the Sports
Network poll after wiiming its
second
straight
OVC
Championship and losing to
eventual national champion
Richmond in the FCS Playoffs.
In all, a record-setting 160
ballots were cast in the poll,
made up of national media and
sports information directors.
Appalachian State was voted
No. 1 for the fourth smarm inn
row. The Mountaineers received
79 first-place votes to top
defending national .champion
Richmond in the pollt Montana,
Northern Iowa and Villanova all
received two first-place votes
apiece, while James Madison,
Weber State and South Carolina
State each earned one first-place
vote.
The 2009 season kicks off on
Thursday, Sept. 3.

ehristmas
Soasons by tit* Calk*
Fri., Aug. 28th 6.Sat., Aug. 29th
Shop Early for Christmas!!
"Draw Your Discount"
-Also a Sale ea Trees& Shrubs-

Seasons
tbe

Lake

Gift Sbop & Nursers
Lanscaping, Nursery & Gift Shop
6377 Canton Rd.•Cadiz, KY 42211

Steve r_Q Karen &alley
270.293.3161 •270.924.5083

FARM auttlitu utsuRANCE
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass • Wordy KY
Stuart ..alenendelopAyttuns.com

FRANKFOFtT, Ky. (AP)Police have charged former
Kentucky basketball coach Billy
Gillispie with drunken driving.
Police dispatcher Todd
Sparrow said Lawrenceburg
police arrested Gillispie and
took him to the nearby Franklin
County Regional Jail.
WLEX-TV in Lexington
reports that Gillispie was pulled
over in a white Mercedes with
Texas tags around 2:45 a.m.
Thursday after someone report-

ed seeing the car driving erratically.
The station reports that police
also charged a passenger in the
car with alcohol intoxication.
Gillispie was replaced by
Memphis coach John Calipari
this year after a rocky two-year
tenure in which the Wildcats
went 40-27. Last season's 22-14
mark tied for the second-most
losses in the program's 106-year
history.

Pitino
From Pigs 115
table from Louisville Police Sgt.
Andy Abbott.
Sypher wasn't accompanied
by a lawyer at the time of the
videotaped interview. An attorney who was later appointed to
represent her, James Emhart,said
before Pitino's remarks that the
release of the police video has no
bearing on the federal case.
Included in the release of
audio and video by police were a
series of telephone messages left
for Sypher by Pitino. Most of the
calls are brief, with him leaving
his name and asking for a call
back.
In one message, though,
Pitino alludes to the "very unfortunate situation."
"It's not something I can

decide on," he says on the message."I think the best thing in all
scenarios is to go through with it.
But, that has to be your call
because (inaudible) ... I'm a high
profile person ... I can't really
give you any advice on this..."
It's not clear from the recording parts of which are inaudible,
what decision he's referring to.
Sgt. Robert Biven said the
recordings were provided to
police by Sypher.
In an interview with police
that was not taped but was summarized in a police report, Pitino
said the encounter with Sypher
was consensual. Police spokeswoman Alicia Smiley said
Pitino's interview wasn't taped
because his attorney accompanied him to the interview.

Calloway also gave up 300p11*5 malting yards to Caldwell.
For McKeel, taking care of
his own house came before worrying about Murray.
'Then aren't a lot of good
plays for 2nd-and-21, and that
was the position we found ourselves in a lot on Friday," he
said. "We didn't play the game
the way it was supposed to be
played and that's my responsibility."
Despite questions surrounding Willis' availability, both
teams are healthy going into
Friday night's game. Murray
running back Demoree Fields
left last week's game with an
injured wrist, but X-rays came
back negative and Duncan says
he'll be ready to go.
The Tigers seem to have settled into a rotating quarterback
scheme
between
junior
Christian Duncan and sophomore Kendall Deese, something
Steve Duncan says is necessary
due to his son's crucial role on
defense.
Calloway started senior
Jordan Burteen at quarterback
against Caldwell before turning
to freshman Tyler Greer in the
fourth quarter. The position is
still contested, McKeel said.
"(Burkeen) played well last
week, and I think he's got the
upper hind right now, but the
position's still open," McKee!
said."We've got to find ways to
put points on the board and whoever can move the offense is
going to play."
Laker Indere?
For the first time in his fiveyear head coaching career,
McKeel isn't sure who on his
team is going to provide on-thefield leadership.
It was something he never
had to wonder about with the
previous senior class, most of
whom had been with the coach
since he took over prior to the
2005 season.
"We're still searching for that
one guy who is going to step up
and say, 'Hey, we're OK, let's
step up and go play,- he said.

"Until that leader is created
within the team, I've got to
make sure I take that on as a
head coach."
11or Isom
Fun and gun is a phrase
you'll likely never hear associated with Murray football as long
as Duncan is in charge.
But the second-year coach
said he probably should have
looked to throw more against
Madisonville last week. The
Tigers threw just one pass, an
incompletion by Deese.
.7
"With how quick they art, in
the secondary, we knew that if
we tried to get in a passing
game, they were probably going
to be up to it," he said. "But I
think we should have passed a
little more. I didn't think I called
my best game."

•Classic
From Page 1B
the favorite. The Tigers provided one of the biggest surprises in
the state last week by taking
Class 5A Madisonville to the
shed at Ty Holland.
But the Maroons marooned
themselves with five turnovers
on the night and Murray struggled to put together a scoring
drive after two quick touchdowns in the first quarter.
It's for those reasons Duncan
refuses to acknowledge his
squad as favorites this week.
"It's amazing to me that we
won after watching the fihn," he
said."We really had a bad game.
I know the Calloway staff will
take care of their mistakes and
they won't do those things
against us, so we definitely
don't
consider
ourselves
favorites."
Correcting those mistakes
was order No. 1 of the week at
Calloway. The Laken' centerto-quarterback
exchange,
between two seniors, was inexf
plicably off last week. The
also racked up nearly
100 yards of penalties.

Sponsored by
Stuart Alexander, CLTC

2009 LAKER VATS
Callowey
0 7 0 0 - 7
Opponents 0 15 7 12 -34
TEAM STATISTICS
CCM
OPP
First Downs
8
17
Rushes-Yards
24-63
38-302
Passing Yards
79
85
Comp-Att-Int
7-14-0 10-17-0
Total Yards
142
387
Fumbles-Lost
5-0
2-1
Penalties-Yards
9-88
9-63
liontousi. Smarm
Sugiura - Hargrove 8-104 TO
Treadway 2-9. Friedrich 1-4, Greer 8(-10), Birdmen 7-(-53)
PISMO-Bunsen 7-11-0 79, Greer 03-00.
Kamera - Seay 5-67, Arnold 1-7,
Starks 1-5

2009 TIGER STATS
Murray
14 0 0 7-21
Opponents
0 6 0
- 6
TEAM STATISTICS
IMIS
OPP
First Downs
9
16
Rushes-Yards
44-151
30-136
Passing Yards
0
111
Comp-Att-int
0-1-0 13-27-2
Total Yards
151
246
Fumbles-Lost
1-0
5-3
Penal's-Yards
7-50
7-53

lieeraousL STATISTICS
NUMMI- Wicks 17-57 TD, D Fields
6-39, M Deese 9-38 TD, Duncan 423, Davis 2-14, K Deese 4-0
PASIIIIS- K Deese 0-1-0 0
ROWANS none

753-4703

HOME• AUTO• LIFE
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Arnerkan Laws Mandl/tad
All lbws COY
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct
GB
New York
Boston
Tamps Bay
Toronto
Bellmore

79 47.627
73 53.579
8
89 57.548
10
58 67.443420 1/2
52 75 40927 1/2
Central Division
W L Pct GS
()Oboe
67 59.532
Chicago
63 64.496 4 1/2
Mirineeola
63 64.496 4 1/2
Clevetand
56 70 444
11
Kansas City
48 70361
19
West Division
W L Pet OS
Los Angeles
75 50.800
Texas
70 55.580
5
Seams
66 61.520
10
Oakland
55 71 43720 1/2
-Wednesday's Gaines
Cleveland 4, Kansas City 2
L.A Angels 4, Detroit 2
N.Y Yankees 9. Texas 2
Toronto 3, Tampa Bay 2
Boston 3, Chicago Whim Sox 2
Baltimore 5, Minnesota 1
Seattle 5, Oakland 3
Thursday's Gaines
Texas (Nippon 4-2) at N.Y. Yankees

(A.Burne(t 10-7), 1206 p.m.
Cleveland (Laffey 7-3) at Baltimore
(Da.Hemandez 4-6). 6:06 p.m.
Chicago While Sox (Danko 11-8) at
Boston (Timms 2-2), 6:10 p.m.
Kansas City (Davies 4-9) at Seattle
(Fists( 1-0), 9:10 p.m.
Oakland (Cahill 6-12) at LA. Angels
(E.Saintana 74). 9:25 p.m. .
Prlday's Games

Chlolgo While Sox (13tiehrle 11-7) at
N.Y. Yankees(Sat:Whim 15-7), 6:05
p.m.
Cleveland (Cannon. 3-8) at Baltimore
(Oaten 3-11), 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Garza 7-8) at Detroit
(Poroeito 104),6:06 p.m.
Toronto(Richmond 6-7) at Boston
(Beckett 14-5), 6:10 p.m.
Texas (Tom.Hunter 6-2) at Minnesota
(Duensing 1-1), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Tornio° 3-2) at L.A. Angels
(T.Bell 1-1), 9:05 p.m.
Koreas City (BanniMer 7-10) at Seattle
(F.Hernandez 12-5), 9:10 p.m

It

II The Murry Middle School football team will be hosting a fish fry
catered by Holmes Family Restaurant on Sunday, Aug. 30 from 10:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. In the MMS cafeteria. Tickets are $10 for adults and
$8 for children 12 and under. Tickets may be purchased from any MMS
football player or may be purchased at the door Sunday.

•Column
From Page 18
stacked against Murray's imposing offensive line and backfield.
But before Tiger fans get too
far ahead of themselves...
Madloaoilia did as much to
ism Fdday's game as Murray did
wia L
The Tigers posted a strong
showing out of the gate,for sure,
but they were greatly aided by
five Maroon turnovers, two of
which set the tone for the game
early in the first quarter.
Murray scored its first touchdown on a short field after a
fumble, its second on an interception return and its third after
the Maroons turned the ball over
on downs in their own territory.
The Tiger defense did create
a handful of those turnovers and
could very well have pitched a
shutout if not for Murray's only
turnover of the game - a
fourth-down attempt that fell
short in their own territory.
The defense was so good that
it prevented the offense from
answering some of its questions,
however. Can Murray put
together a scoring drive in

•,,
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Rear Tine Tiller

Sod Cutter

Floor Buffer

Drain Rooter

t
i

Pressure Washer

Chestnut St. *

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere- Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME MI AUTO

Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-S:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. • www.murrayhomaandauto.com

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT

Wednesday's Games

Philadelphia 4. Pittsburgh 1, 10 innings
Florida 5, N.Y. Mete 3
San Diego 12, Atlanta 5
Cincinnati 4, Milwaukee 3, 10 innings
Chicago Cubs 9. Washington 4
St Louis 3, Houston 2
L.A. Dodgers 8, Colorado 1
San Francisco 4, Arizona 3
Thursday's Gown's
N.Y. Mots (Redding 1-4) at Florida
(A Sanchez 2-4). 12:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Lehr 2-1) at Milwaukee
(Bush 3-4). 1:05 p.m.
Houston (Moehler 8-9) at St. Louis
(C.Carpenter 14-3). 1:15 p.m.
Washington (J.k4artin 2-3) at Chicago
Cubs (R.Wells 9-6), 120 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (V.Padilla 0-0) at
Colorado(De La Rosa 12-8), 2:10 p.m
Philadelphia Napo 10-2) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 3-6), 8:05 p.m.
San Diego (Richard 3-0) at Atlanta
(J.Vazquez 10-9), 8:10 p.m.
Arizona (Y Petit 2-8) at San Francisco
(J Martinez 3-1), 9:15 p.m.
Friday's Games
N.Y. Meta (Undecided) at Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 9-8), 1:20 p.m.
Atlanta (Hanson 9-2) at Philadelphia
(P Martinez 2-0), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers(timer 1-1) at Cincinnati
(H Bailey 3-4), 8:10 p.m.
San Diego (Correia 8-10) at Florida
(Voisted 9-10), 8:10 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Duke 10-11) at Milwaukee
(M Paris 8-10), 705 p.m.
Washington (Lannert 8-9) at St. Louis
(Smollz 1-0), 7:15 p.m.
Houston (Bazardo 0-0) at Arizona
(Scherzer 7-8), 8:40 p.m_
Colorado (Jimenez 12-9) at San
Francisco (Lincecum 12-4), 9:15 p.m_

SportsBriefs

RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
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-

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GO
Philadelphia
73 51.589
67 59 532
Florida
7
Atlanta
66 60.524
8
57 70449171/2
New York
Washington
45 82 35429 1/2
Central Division
W L Pct GS
74 54.578
St Louis
Chicago
63 61.506
9
Houston
61 65.484
12
Milwaukee
11 65.484
12
Cincinnati
54 71432181/2
52 72.419
Pittsburgh
20
West Division
W L Pet GB
Los Angeles
75 52.591
Colorado
72 55.567
3
San Francisco
69 58.543
6
Arizona
55 72.433
20
San Diego
54 74.42221 1/2

T • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
IT • RENT IT

which they have to traverse the
entire field?
Duncan himself said he didn't believe his team played all
that well against the Maroons.
The Madisonville defense hurt
the Tigers on several stunts in
which they stopped Murray runners behind the line of scrimmage.
None of this goes to diminish
what the Tigers did, simply to
suggest that Tiger fans shouldn't
count their chickens just yet.
Calloway will be playing with
a chip es Its shesoldec
On paper, Madisonville was
the toughest team on the Tigcrs'
schedule this season. So
Friday's win has sparked rumblings of an undefeated season
among the fan base, and you can
bet it's trickled down to the
players.
Calloway has heard it too.
And if we know anything
about McKeel, it's that he excels
at motivating his team by making them feel as if they've been
slighted or disrespected.
Duncan is doing his best to
play down the expectations for
his team.
"It kind of gets exaggerated,"
he said.
guys hear those
things and we've got to play
them one at a time. All I'm
thinking about is Calloway. It
we just concentrate on correcting our mistakes and playing
perfect football, we'll be OK."
There isn't any doubt
McKee! respects the Tigers, but
he also surely wouldn't mind
fanning the flames a bit.
"They're awfully good," he
said. "(Going undefeated) is a
possibility for them. They beat a
5A opponent and with the size
and the strength they have, it's a
possibility."
SON, klerray will eider Friday
eight as the 'synth), as they
should.
But anyone who walks
through the gates of Roy
Stewart Stadium expecting anything other than another 'instant
Classic' is fooling themselves.
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Vice-Chairman - Randy McCallon
163 Ironwood Dr, Murray, KY 42071
42071

Henry Armstrong
1509 Kelso Road, Murray, KY

Secretary/Treasurer - Marty Carraway
2167 Dodd Road, Murray, KY 42071

Chris Thorn
2078 Rath° Rd., Almo, KY 42020

Dan Overbey
267 Squire Holland Rd., Almo, KY 42020
The Calloway County Conservation District meets at the Conservation office on
the third Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following information and supporting data may be inspected by the
general public at 88 Robertson Road South, Murray,
Kentucky from Aug. 31st - Sept 3rd, between the
hours of 8:00-4:00.(East Fork Clarks River
Floodplain Conservancy District).
Chairman - Donald Winhart
2830 Eim Grove Rd., Almo, KY 420s0
Vice-Chairman - Don Overbey
267 Squire Holland Rd., Almo, KY 42020
Secretary/Treasurer - Joe Dan Taylor
97 Cecil Taylor Ln., Almo, KY 42020
Other Board Members:

I San
915 p.m.

Chris Thom
2078 Radio Rd., Almo KY 42020

aid he didplayed all
! Maroons.
!tense hurt
I stunts in
lurray runof scrim-

The Conservancy District meets on an as needed
lassie

LEGAL NOTICE
Jason Fulcher & Wes Mills - Vitello's, 216 N. 15th
St Murray, KY 42071 hereby declarer' intention to
apply for a Restaurant Liquor By The Drink license
no later than Sept. 27, 2009. The business to be
licensed will be located at 216 N. 15th St., Murray,
Kentucky 42071 doing business as Vitello's. The
owner(S) are as follows: Owner,Jason Fulcher of691
Clayton Rd., Farmington, KY 42040, Owner, Wen
Mille of P.O. Box 557, Mayfield, KY 42088. Any person, association, corporation, or body politic may
protest the granting of the license(s) by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, 1003
Twilight Trail, Frankfort, Ky. 40601-8400, within 30
days of the date of this legal publication.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
Masi Estate
take Property
Lots For Sale
Lois For Sent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility %Wades
Used Cara
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Moats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

I

I

1'1

\\

DEADLINES.

\I

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
r/1/I i Ads Must Rut, Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
'N.,I

Fri. 11 La
SNOW,
Unix
Wins*
Nein

t,• ,

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
111011.1.7.1zioltairaterrhetill
ofl row 4:‘.14
Vise aft1:7,4411 /.11:71P1

$1,000 REWARD
leading to the arrest
and conviction of person or persons
Involved with the theft
of a black featherlite
trailer, and it's contents. Trailer is 22-23
feet long and* a vnose enclosed trailer.
Was stolen from the
Murray State Expo
center parking lot,
around the date of
August 10-11 2009.
School books, bed,
couch, TV, stereo, Etc.
Included. Contact
Wade (812)584-5150
NOTICE
Advertiser'-requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Imrnedletlely so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger 8
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
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Mike

Legal Notice
In accordance with Chapter 66 and 424 di the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the
Summery Financial Statement for the Calloway County Conservation District for
fiscal year 2008-2009 may be inspected by the general public at 88 Robertson
Road South, Murray, Kentucky from Aug 31st - Sept. 3, 2009 between the hours
of 8:00 to 1:00 - 2:00 to 4:00.(Calloway County Conservation District).
Chairman - Larry Gilbert
mart Wilson
505 Whitnell Street, Murray, KY 42071 2616 FASO= Road, Murray, KY
42071

Bobby Rowland
2465 Bethel Rd, Almo KY 42020

rayerse the

Fenn Equipment
430
Newry Equipment
Spells Equipment
o
Firewood
kluelcal410
Peale Nome Lags Fee Sete
415
MoNe Homes For Sale
410
Waft Haines For Not
470
WOO,Mum Lets For Pent
410
ilueleisse Mantis
416
Apartnonle For Sent
410
ROOMS For Sent
410
Hewes For Sent
516
Sloop Amble
510
Cairenerelel Property
520
Fells & Supplies
530
Livortock & Supplies
510
Public Sale
570
Lout For Sent at Leese

Fr*
Stivdn

)112:
111 Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
at 1001 Wlutnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax 7334927
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NOW OPEN
Deja Vu
804 Coldwater Rd.
Selling Gino 9 hats,
clothes, jewelry, purses, horns decor and
much more.

I

'I, i• o 1,

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own outomobile good driving
record and vehicle iti,kirance Six day per !
week delivery Interested persons should '
come by and pick Lip an application at
The Murroy ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

GRANDPARENTS.„.„..
Ws time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

1-7
4 /1 rrri,
Britthaven of Benton is currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: QA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.

Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two
children per pkture)

Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone calls please.
E0E/AAE

Britthayen of Benton now has a full-tim:
housekeeping/laundry position.
Must be able to work days, afternoons
and weekends.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please EOE/AAE

-

MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADLINE IS
SEPT. 8 AT 5PM
Noah Stations
Grandparents
Sherry Holt
Patsy and Noah Stations

Send payment, photo, and
Information below to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

Lii......Great Grandparent
Nellie Holt

;
.Name of child in picture:
'Grandparents names:

Britthaven of Benton I&currentty
accepting applications for the following
porlitIons: State Registered Nursing
Assistants. We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package.
Apply In person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 541 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOE/AAE

RN - Full limo - Days M - F
RN - Full Time- Afternoons M - F
We offer competitive wages and an excellen
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE

RETIRED BUT NOT EXPIRED
I am looking for a man or woman who Is
looking for an opportunity to help families
In your community. FULL FRINGE
BENEFITS are available.
Call Tom J)nas at 270-293-3771.

'Your Name:
/Your Phone Number:

•

11111110
..
LOOKING for room
mate near the lake.
$125 month.
270-2274234.

LOST: A family pet,
tan and white small
Corgi/Terrier mix.
doghas blue
collar,goes by name
Rudy, lost 8/22 on
Hwy 280 near
Panomara Shores.
Please call
(731) 336-4805

BABYSITTER needed.
References are
required. Call for
details. 293-1973

DISCLAIMER
West Kentucky Rural Telephone is
seeking experienced technician with a
positive attitude for the following
full-time position:
Install/Repair Technician
Primary responsibilities include installation and
maintenance of telecommunications, DSL and
IP video equipment. Qualifications are high
school diploma with two years of telecommunication/electronics education or equivalent work
experience in telecommunications/electronics.
Proficient knowledge in video or telecommunications technology is required. Technology
training, A+ certification or telecommunications
degree a plus
Pre-employment physical examinations, background check, and drug screen prior to final job
offer. WK offers a generous benefits package
Including medical, dental, and vision coverage.
pension and 401K.
West Kentucky Rural Telephone does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, sex.
age, national origin or disability. Please attach
a resume to application
Applications for the position are available at
the Kentucky Department for Employment
Services 319 S 7th St. In Mayfield, KY
and 206 S. 5th St, Murray, KY and will
be accepted there until Monday,
August 31, 2009.
No Phone Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer
ill

MOS

NNE
NMI

MINI
41111.11•1111

When accessing the
"help wanted.' section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will he redirected
to iohnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listing% will appear on
this wehsule
Vlowever as a national
website. not all listing,
.
on the iohnetwork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us it you has e an',.
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings 'Thank yon
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist Organ 8
piano skills required
Competitive
salary
Please send resume
to: PO Box 107. Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to
fpcparis @charlerinter
net corn

Farm Equipment
Dealer is seeking a
Transportation
Coordinator. This
position will be
responsible for supervising the dispatch,
billing, and record
maintenance of fleet.
Basic computer and
communication skills
needed. Submit
resume to: recruiting0hutsoninc.com or
send to: Human
Resource Dept., 1201
Fulton Road, Mayfield
KY 42068.
FIRST
Christian
Church, Mayfield is
seeking a part-time
Youth Director to work
with youth ages 6th
grade through high
school.
Must
be
responsible, creative,
and love the Lord. The
Youth
Ministries
Director shall seek to
disciple the youth of
First Christian Church,
fostering
Christian
community
through
building relationships
with youth that encourage growth in their
faith in Jesus Christ
and strengthen their
commitment to the
church. Send resume
including 3 references
First
to
Christian
Church. P.O. Box 799,
Mayfield, KY

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
•
vn•nv.bohledentaLc°
m or can our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
SEEKING
part-time
youth director. Is God
leading you toward
youth ministry? If so
call
Zion
Baptist
Chuch. 438-4654 or
email
us
at
tap0wk• net

ltidtar•

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

MOM COMPUTER,.
Service/Salea Repairs/Upgrader:
759.3556

AIMOUES, Call La!
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235, .;
227-6004
•
:•

Read '
All About
It!
subscribe to the

MURRAY
JEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail.:
-.3 use.--VOA
$3540
6 me.
453.00 3 mo.
$633X1
1 yr.............-$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
$1100, 0

LPN/RN every other
weekend 6a-6p 12
hours Apply in person
at
Green
Acres
HealthCare. 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY

Rest of KY/TN
1Puneer a Borlidnani

3 No..
6...
1 yr
Cheek

490.00
4120.00

All Other Malt:
Subscriptions:
3 mo.
$75t00
6 too.
39640
I yr.
$145:10
.

Money Order

Visa

WC
1
1

NfIrtle

I St Addreme
•

Oh;
I
•
I State.

All lino ads placed

Mail this i•oupon with

In our paper are
posted on our

•

1
1
" 1

Zip
-

Daytime Ph

webeite for free!

I

I

LOOKING for
hairdressei in new
hair salon, Call at
753-5042 or 978-0177

PART TIME
church
secretary. Mon-Fri, 25
hours
weekly
Proficiency
in
Microsoft office programs required Send
resume
First
Presbyterian Church
1601 Main St Murray.
KY 42071
270-753-6460

I

payment

Murray Ledger & rimers
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or
12701 753-1916

:• 1
••
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PUBLIC AUCTION

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, Aug. 29th, 2009•10 a.m.
At the Dun Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, K.
From Nlaylleld. K1' take Hwy. NO Kist to Hwy. 121 through
t'oldwater. K1' to Hwy. 11136 South. Follow to auction. From
Murray, K1' take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove turn onto
Hwy. N93. See auction signs.
t Ho kitchen cabinet old tree standing radio - chest & vanities lamp tables old picture trams - porcelain top table - old Murray
mill,1)ottles, pinis & (warts old guilts & quilting frames - day cot
old Rickel. & titan's hunter green metal halters rack wall
mount shell • old cast iron coal heating stove, nice - large cast iron
skillets old link blow torch - child's rocker - foyer table - wrought
non table & 4 chairs - maple table & 4 chairs • hall tree or coat rack
harp shape table • brass dressing table - Table clothes steamer Ingram wall clot k • Rig Bertha water tube • hone reds - nice oak
witi mates & 2 captain chairs -•pc. bedroom suite - nice 3
piece large entertainment center - metal desk - sofa & chairs
iulimiei - 12- flat screen Panasonic T.V. nice • folding metal chairs
old bah cradle knee hole desk • cook stove - new tile cutter wood Nall futinntiv cast iron pieces - bird cages - cookbooks stone items old %Willis • open Ike hutch • old chifferobe - modern roll top desk • ANC guilt top - like new extenalon ladder • 4
bolt bins bench grinder - tools & tool boxes - N rotary phones wood quilt ruck • Raggedy Ann dolls - ',wing Items • carpenter
tools - yard chairs Remington model 197 .22 cal. • Remington
model 572 .22 cal. wAuhe magatine • 177 cal. pellet rifle • garden
plow & much more.
Not responsiblefor accidents. Limit aratiabk.
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1.1i111
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Murray Ledger & Times
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iiiSATURDAY SUPT. 11, 2009
ACRES
10:00 AM RAIN OR SHINS

116
ACRES

At thi farm of the late James & Peggy Brooks, 1436 St. At.
365 South Fulton, Ky 1.5 mIl is South of 94 Hwy in the Pilot
Oak Community le miles South of Mayfield, 15 miles East
of Fulton and 20 miles West of Murray. Signs posted.
ATTENTION FARMERS & HUNTERS-THIS PROPERTY HAS
NOT ISBN TILLED IN YEARS AND HAS SEEN POSTED.
FARM • TRACTOR• EQUIPMENT
ANTIQUES • PERSONAL PROPERTY

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
gat., Aimuct 79,7009
AIINNIAX KY &
PARIS LANDING, TN

160.844 Acres

3 Woe From Kentucky LAO

ATTENDON: FARMERS
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

Mad LOCATIONS•PAM MI WM.Ill NOW COMORO,KY 4207s. mem Wm.KY
Tie Wry 121 Sot4,11 Mks NNW% Feat II Met Pe% St Tie T11 Min 1 le NoriMrY tin 121 Itiwth n

TRACT 1- 99.65 acres, older farm house w/vinyl siding, out
building, stock barn, pond, gently rolling open ground and
woods
TRACT 2- 116.97 acres with nice branch bottom ground and
woods.
TERMS- 10% down day of auction cash balance with passing of deed within 30 days. Possession with
NOTE- You may view this property anytime before auction
date by contacting selling agent at (270)674-5523 or
(270)705-0763. Property will be offered In each tract and
then together. Buyer of tract 1 will be required to sign lead
paint waiver. We will stop at 12 noon to sell property.
TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT- JD 990 w/353 hrs., JD 613 rough
out mower, 3ph pond scoop, 2 row cultivator, 3 ph hay fork,
3ph rotary hole, 6' cycle mower, McCormick manure spreader, 5' rough cut mower, feeder on slide, 200 gal water tank,
4 wheel wagon w/JD running gear.
FURNITURE- Antique oak dresser w. mirror, chifforobe, oak
knee hole desk, oak lolly cupboard, Original Gustav Becker
wall clock, Ingraham Co., shelf clock, oak stand table,
1950's book cam corner what-not rack, sm. round top
trunk, oak Kellogg wall phone, Montgomery Ward wall
phone, 4 plec• medium poster bedroom suit., Kenmore
ringer washer, double wash tubes w/stand

tee mooed te firm PAM #1:!MORMON ROAILLA &RANCH RD. NEW CONCORD, KY 41011. hes lens., Kt Ties tan 121 biAll 10 Sass To Mindrico N Go @ha or kfriss
1
41 Prowl Is Finn Pew Pols, TN, Tali TN Itry, 1111611MIT Miry 12, North @ Min Te Mondale!,
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Acres

1/1:

1 24.566

'FARM Of: Trent'24.539.Tama
9' 11.102 Acres
Real Estate Sella
At 1000 AMI
Regardless Of Mail

6.472 .11vel r 8.375 Acres'Tract
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GLASSWARE- (Fenton- basket, vase 11 fluted piece), lead
crystal basket, am. & Ig preserve stands, Miro lamps, mint
kero lamps, ig, globe lamps, red carnival basket, buttermilk
pitcher & other pItchers,Homer Laughlin dishes, clear glass.
Blue Ridge plates, cow lumping over moon cookie Jar, ruby
red hat, blue hat, pitcher & bowl, 1 lot of trinkets & Mist
note

The Parvin Miller Farm
9497 State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY 42071

KIDS ITEMS- Child's roll top desk, Child's chair, metal
stove. Polar metal refrigerator, kitchen cabinet, dresser,
chest, bed, piano, metal adv. bank, yo yo, Authors card
games, wood blocks, wooden top.

%Ill I
1 "7" Ell

MODERN- 2 piece living room suite, 2 leather recliners,
Dress Maker cabinet sewing machine, 3 piece oak bedroom
suite, 3 piece bookcase bedroom suite, matching chestdresser nightstand, Signature chest freezer, Maytag washer,
Speed Queen dryer, dining table w/6 chairs.

ABSOLUTE
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
August 28, 2009 at 5:00 p.m.

2' 7 867

boot r 10.700 Acres • Treat 4 59620 Acres • Tract r 8 472 Acres

illigt-f77erRent

Roper*

LIC

www.murraykyspertmeatsrom
2704674111
Specialising in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included, No PETS!

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3b•droom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-600-646-6056

QUILTS & LINENS- 11 plus hand made quilts- (Dreeden
plate, Patch work. Star & others), dollies, spreads, blankets,
towels & etc.
BOOKS & RECORDS- McGuffey's•(Speller, 2nd, 4th & 5th
reader), 100 lessons In agriculture, Winston 3rd reader,
approx. 100 paper back western & love stories, Elvis record
with picture on front & back several other records.

tHFIE1 bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-7512905.

TOOLS- Craftsman 3hp air compressor. 10 amp battery
charger, Homelite trimmer, Mark 2 wood lathe, 16
Craftsman scroll saw, bench vise, fence charger, post hole
digger. Still 017 chainsaw, pole saw. Craftsman spray gun.
B/D circular saw, front tine tiller, several hand & garden
100111.

MISC- Hand crank churn on stand, several tole painted lugs,
Gee H. Goodman Co., Wholesale Whiskey Paducah, Ky lug,
lg. crock tole painted one man saw, Iron skillets, tea kettle,
griddle, muffin pan. flat Iron, hames & collar, Dietz #11
lantern, ig. wood barrel, shadow box frame I other pictures
& frames, hand coffee grinder, quilting frames, wooden RC
Cola box, Paducah, Ky, milk can, sm. elec.appliances

Nice 2 bedroom. I bath home and farm consisting of 14 acres
t. Complete with detached garage, mature shade trees and
extra equipment buildings.
1194. down balance in 30 days. Any house built prior to
197N may contain lend base paint. A post inspection waiver
will be a part of the contract. Make your inspections prior to
auction,
For mon, I imnution and rur auction needs call:
11, \ 1111.
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CASH paid for
good, used guns
noniron Sporting
Goods. 5195 17th.
Murray
0000 used carpeting,
air cond , elec base
board A gas heaters.
Wee. range. reIngera
roc storm windows,
etc. 753-4109

11 . , 1 •
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t •

•I '1, ,

I•trir.

TINS quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

L
GE, 30" Built -Ili double
oven, Jon') Air, 30"
Stainless Steal Cook
ton, Hotpoint Double
Door
Refrigerator.
Kenmore Ultra Wash II
d ishwasher.
microwave and ceiling
fans 753-5547

_I

John Deere 2940
Tractor, 2 remotes, roil
bar & canopy, nice,
$7,975. 731-446-3311

DADDY'S
TOP 1101L

•

n...1 the county rule
(,all Terrell Tidwell

7 •

YAMAHA
Trumpet
including music stand
electronic metronome
mouth piece puller
6450 7537526
Wares Far Sale

A11(.1
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largio
authentic
iiiiftelio head Paid
$1 ow Will take best
Mn, 4311 5400
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111/1150411111Tooff
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION
2 RINGS

SATURDAY AUGUST Mk 2009
9:00 AM RAIN OR SHINN

2 RINGS

ANTIQUES • COLUICTMILE • PERSONAL PROPERTY

AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany
drop leaf dining table
(w/protective pads.) 6upholstered
dining
chairs Double chins
cabinet Loads of display & storage $1,200
759-18641

11'11

""nlittflairr
"

1996 16x80 Atlantic,
3BR/215A, 4-acres,
Kirksey area.
(270)869-2661
2BA 1600
1996 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment just complete.
1129,900.
m4BR, 25A 26x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-mNise
north of Murray
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

At the home of Gary and Joanne Lorenz, 471 St. At. 2205 Meyfleid, Ky. Just
3 miles Southeast of Mayfield. From Mayfield take 121 South to 2206 Hwy.
Signs Posted
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BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value 293-

/13
1 riar.:111 At2._..ylly

I 1 1 1
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FOLKS COME PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY
WE WILL BE SELLING FROM 2 RINGS.

IL
--T7corllent

'OWNER Finance"
l80
IMMO 313R, 2Ba on
3 5 acres 62.950
down. 6545 a month
3380 Guthrie Rd .
Paris 270-753 1011
1986
Fleetwood
14x7G
2BR
28A,
newly
remodeled
67,500 obo Must be
moved 270 293-0472

FURNITURE- Antique double door china cabinet, 2-wood pull wash stands,
Duncan Phyte double drawer drop leaf table, High Poster carved bed, couch
w/ beautiful carved wood, 2 wing back Victorian chairs, carved wooden
easel, Queen Anne needle point stool, wet bar, king size sleigh boo, 14
piece Broyhill dining room suite, 2-Palmer Home Collection 4 drawer chest
and 1 night stand, Palmer Home Collection- Dresser vol mirror. Hlboy chest
& 4 drawer chest, jewelry armoire, hall tree, 5 drawer chest, 48" Sony TV,
2r Panasonic TV-DVD• VCR combo, 15" Magnavox LCD TV, Bassett side
table, Queen Anne Lamp table, drop leaf side talbe, Beale% ardor chest,
book cases, coffee table & end table, 4 piece living room suite, micro-fiber
lift chair, 2-large Jasper desk & credenzas, round pedestal kitchen table w/
4 chairs
GLASSWARE- 2 wino sots, stemware, How* Representative glasses, large
collection of elephants- glass- brass ceramic, candle sticks, vases large &
small Nikko china dishes, egg nog set, ceramic tea pots, pink depression
pieces, refrigerator dish, Pyrex, several other trinkets & what nots.
TRAIN COLLECTION- 17 Bachman train engines, 50 plus rat rued cars.
train tracts already assembled on cork & plywood, several other feet of train
tracts, assortment of small village Items, boxes of new houses, misc. parts
& transformers
MISC- Large crock, coffee grinder, Calphalon cookware, Holland stainless
steel grill, lawn furniture, Schwinn 701 personal trainer weight set, Pro-Form
756 tread mill, Louisville Slugger Johnny Bench bat, 50 plus framed pictures- prints- oil painting some by local artist, Hammond *roc organ, S&K
socket set, 1/2 &II. Craftsman tap & di* set. Craftsman table saw, sabre
saw, large vise, em. Troy Bill cultivator, Huskily tool box, several other hand
& garden tools
rot KS THIS IS JUST A SMAl I PORTION OF WHAT WE HAVE TO am COME
PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY
ORDER OF AUCTION"li 00AM STAtiT WITH GLASSWARE 4 SMALLER ITEMS
AT 10 AM WI START THE 2ND RING STARTING WITH TRAIN COLLECTION
Hosair SHOP ITEMS AM)TOOLS Al 12 NOON WE WILL STOP AND SELL ALL
THE TAGGED FURNITURE ITEMS
VISIT OUR WESSITE FOR COL OR PICTURES
wee* wilkorenneurtInn corn
Refreshments avertable
Gary & Joanne loran: Owners
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16)(70, 2BR,2I3A, total
electric in Hardin,
8495. 270:703-4766

1 RH apt, various los
cations. Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9698
SAena
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-6906.
tig—i—
br apts, near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
requh'ed. 753-4109.

iW -TUANISHEO,
w/d, 6m1. from Murray
94E. 753-9397
apt niiiIVECT.
Move In free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9696
2, 3SFI available.
Various locations,
Coleman RE.
763-9696
2ER Duplex,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
-AV garbage.
water & cable included, $550 month, 1 year
lease. 104 Pare St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591500 after 5:00pcn

Eq50/1411TAIW

• ft.•••••"•:Tii

t it

113r,1 Be, w/d, refrigerator, stove
Lease
required
206
S
Cherry St 753-5341.
293-2416

KM BR brick, 2-1/2

bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
87130/month deposit.
*1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
sSmall 2BR mobile
home in Alma. No
Pelt
753-4937
•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year loose,
11760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs 8275.
No pets.
*Small 2BR mobile
horns in Aim°. No
!Ms753-4937
4 BR, 2 SA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9806
DUPLEX for
appllanoes.
711749411.

rent, all

LARGE 3-01 apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, CAVA, W&D,
$000 water, sewage
trash furnished, no
p•ts.759-4696,
293-4800
CoVitik-- -"OW
large LP & vey nice
kitchen with dining
area Largo windows in
LA and dining area.
W/D hook-up, some

exam in_anic.
Beautiful 2BR, 2.513A,
largo LA each BR has
it's own rivets bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up.
752-0201

TOWNHOUSES

for
rent. 4 BR 2.6 BA,
refrigerator,
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close lc
Murray State $650 a
month. Coll
270-348-0458.

264 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
219- Woodlawn
1BA, stove refrigerator,
w/d, CM/A. $675/mo,
6675/deposit,
pets
considered. 227-8973,
759-1771.
5-6A- brick. tenced,
storage, double drive,
carport,
hardwood
floors, clean, $675/mo.
no pots. Call 293-6070
3BR very nice, carport.
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 28A. Co!sman
RE
7534896
31311, IBA Wic1 hookup
In
basement,
CA-VA, stove, refrigerator, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, garage it
carport. No pets. 224
S. 11th St. 6700/mo
767-9037.
NEAR
Southwest
school, 3 BR, 1.5 BA,
garage, central gas
heat/ ac, hardwood
floors, ceiling fans, no
animals, lease, rent &
deposit $700 deposit &
6700 rent.
(270) 293-0247

ONE or twobedroom
house for rent in coun
try. Comes with poll
minces, one bath and
carport. On* year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00 Call
270-753-2905

16X30 storage or
shop
6150.00. 227-5173
A&F Warehousing
Near MEW $20-50
753-7668

Times
Murray Ledger & Times
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Yard tials
ANNOUNCEMENTS
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
'COLA Flatbed Drivers
•DIVORCE with or without Children $95. with •Ky Health Training: Up to 405. Good
YARD SALE
FREE name change Nurse Aide Training, Benefits, Home Time,
documents (wife only) Phlebotomy training. Paid Vacation. Lease
US MURRAY
Purchase
Available
and marital settlement Lexington
PARIS RD.
OTR
experience
agreement. Feet and Georgetown.
Day,
required.
No felonies.
easy. Call us 24hra/ 7 Night, Weekend classTHURDSAY,
days: 1-686-789-0198. es. 859-963-2901, 888- 800-441-4271 xKY-100
FRIDAY &
Mlles
&
*One order, One check, 2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8 *Drivers.
SATURDAY
One smart move! Save www.nursealdetraining- Freight. Positions available ASAP! CDL-A with
time and money by centercom
7:00-7
tanker required. Top
making one call to
INSTRUCTIONAL
Little bit of
pay, premium benefits
Mao* a "5-word classieverything.
fied In 70 Kentucky *AIRLINES ARE HIR- and MUCH MORE! Call
newspapers for only ING- Train for high pay- or visit us online, 877Aviation 464-3061 www.oakley6280. For more infor- ing
mation, contact the Maintenance Career. traneportoorn
classified department FAA approved program •ETI- an Over The
of this newspaper or Financial aid If quali- Road
Trucking
call KP8 1-502-223- fied- Housing available Company is Hiring
CALL
Aviation
Institute
8821
OTR, 0/04, and
of
Maintenance
Drivers interested in
EQUIPMENT
(868)349-5387
Simple
Lease
FOR SAUK
*Attend Cokes Online Purchase. Need CDL*SAWMILLS From only from Home? *Medical A, 1 yr experience. Call
$2,990.00Convert 'Business 'Paralegal Dan 800-965-0555.
your logs to valuable *Accounting 'Criminal
lumber with your own Justice, Job placement *Flatbed Company &
Norwood portable band assistance. Computer 0/0 Drivers Needed.
sawmill. Log akiddiara available. Financial aid 0/0 Must have own
also available, nor- If qualified. Call 866- trailer and equipment.
Excellent
Pay
&
svoodeawmills.corn/300 8 5
YARD SALE
- 2 1 2 1
Home
n. Free information: 1- www.CenturaOnline.co Benefits,
804
S. 4TH ST
Weekends,
Low
800-576-1383Ext
FRI
7AM-2PM
Deadhead
Miles.
Call
300-N
*FREE tuition for Heavy M-F 8AM-5PM 800SAT 7AM-2PM
FOR RENT
Equipment Operator 525-3383 ext. 106 or
Troy built tiller,
with apply
online
at
'Try www.kyrente org- Training
riding
mowers,
a FREE service for Employment wyeetlexprees.com
furniture,
yard
Assistance.
To qualify
renters and landlords!
'FREE tuition for CDL
crafts, floor air
Custom
searches, you must be LAID OFF, Clasa-A training. You
cond. refrigerator,
Collec
ting
amenities, photos, drivmust be LAID OFF,
drill press,
or
ing directions, and Unemployment
Collecting
exhausted
benefits
Avon products,
more!
Unemployment
or
AMERICAN
HEAVY
lots of misc.
exhausted benefits and
FOR SALE
EQUIPMENT TRAINmeet employment hir•A NEW COMPUTER ING 666-260-5836
ing policy to quality.
YARD SALE
NOW!!!! Brand Name
REAL ESTATE
TRUCK
AMERICA
OLD
CITY PARK
tiptop. & desktops Bad
TRAINING 866-244FRIDAY
or NO Credit- No *Labor Day Weekend 3644
Mississippi mud
Problem
Smallest Sale Lakefront Lot with
cake, vegetables,
weekly payments avail. Dock Built only $49,900 • Ailay•rIck
has
Its yours NOW- Call 1- (was $124,900) SAVE Transportation
valance with wide
60%. Spectacular lake- Openings for OTR
800-1316-2643
rod, children's
front lot with boat dock Flatbed Drivers and
clothes, lots of jeans,
HELP WANTED
already
built
on Glass
Haulers
toys, books, dishes,
Kentucky Lake, a fabu- Immediately! Regional
•GOVT JOBS: HS
stroller, kitchen stuff,
lous
180,000
and
Longhaul
acre
Runs
grade ages 17-34.
sport cards, stool,
Some
Financial security, groat recreational paradise. Available.
Paved road, utilities, Divisions with weekend
shoes, lots more.
benefits, paid training,
new survey. Excellent home time. Full benefits
30 days vacation/ yr.
travel. Call Mon-Fri financing. Call now 1- and Top of the Line
6 0 0 - 7 0 4 - 3 1 5 4 Equipment. 23 yre old,
(800)282-1364
www.kyiandealo,00m
Class-A COL,0 months
*Host Families for
OTR imp within the last
TRUCK DIMMERS
Murrey l.ds.t & Town Pal
Foreign
Exchange
3 yrs required. Call
Flamini% Art NM.*
HELP WANTED
Students, ages 15-18,
Today 800-289-1100 or All reel estate adtsirtisisl herrin
have own spending *BIN
Trucking visit www.drivemaver- is sublet. to the trderal lair
'lousing Ad, which makes it
money/ insurance. Call Company.
Driver lok.corn
to adtertesi An% ffrIvi
Now for students arriv- Trainees Needed! No
ewe limitetion or discrimina*FM
OTR
Drivers.
New
tion fused on rate. tutor, reliing in August! Great life CDL- NO PROBLEM!
gion.
bandit et,. familial ite
experience. 1-800-SIB- Earn up to $900/ week Pay Package, Groat tut or national ornon,
or intrit
Mlles!
Up
to
46cpm.
12
ikNI to make an% ,uch prefer
LING. www.aise.com
Company
endorsed
ence,.
of dn.,nnuna
months
experience
*Motivated? Good with CDL Training. Job required. No felony or
assistance.
Financial
laws lorbid downmuunion
People? Love the Sun?
DUI past 5 years. 677- SIMI.
In the sale, rental or Aierteang
Free to Travel? Call assistance. 688-780- 740-6262.
www.ptl- of real tmter based on factors in
Addition hi thme pnitected
Phil at 868-890-2070. 5539
inc.com
under federal law
Paid Training and Free
'RV delivery drivers Iith• will knowinglv atoTt anv
Transportation.
ertising for red estate which
needed. Deliver RV*, ad
is not in violation ot the law All
boats and trucks for persons an' henti inlormed
adtertited anFOR lease 46x40 PAYI Deliver to all 48 the, all dwellings
('0 an equal opportu
metal building, 12ft. states and CN. For not ham
walls, insulated, gas details log on to lor lurther "mien,t- with I Alf
heat. Located at 406 VAVW.R Vcl•livlbrytobe.co !lousing Ad.ertedris
thews. cont.to NAA i,011n501
Sunbury
Circle,
Rover %lam (71111Mit IMO
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
OFFICE for rent with
option to buy. Prime
location,
Benton.
HALEY Real Estate
Phone. 227-6154
MOVING
Appraising
GEC
270-759-4218
RETAIL Store in
STORAGE and
GARAGE SALE
Hazel. 2500 SF +/PROPANE
plus 960 SF porch.
119 E. Main
1716 MAIN ST.
Really nice!
(270) 753-6266
$750.00/month.
Labor Day
Cell:(270) 293-4163
Additional 2500 SF
94W & 111TH ST
Weekend Sale
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
available for only
LAKEFRONT LOT
$400.00 more if
SATURDAY
w/ Doak SuM
KI
needed.
only $49,900
270-492-8211
7:00-12:00
VAHl 1101 '
1 ,1
(was $124000)
South Center office/
SAVE 60%11!
business for rent.
Lots of Muff.
Spectacular lakefront
1,000 eq,le., 700 KR.
lot w/ boat dock
753-0806
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
GARAGE SALE
Lake, a 160,000 acre
107 LYNNWOOD
recreational paradise
FRIDAY &
Paved rd w/ utils &
AKC
miniature
SATURDAY
new
survey. Excellent
Dachshund, black &
financing. Must see!
tan, males or females,
Wood burning stove,
Call now 1-800-704tewks old, $250.00.
antiques, table saw,
3154 weinyMake(731)247-3727
aquarium, hand
aalcaem
DACHSHUND
painted, chest, refrigDoberman mix pupJAL RENTALS
erator, sewing
pies. 293-9756.
MN-STORAGE
machine, futon, air
illitts For SOS
7205.4TH ST.
DOG Obedience.
mattress, sweaters &
UMW a III
(270)436-2858.
1:11111166
much more
LOT 4 sale, excellent
10X111 $25 111215 MO
location. Can have
(270)434-1524
inet&
new Doublevade
(no)21349.6
YARD SALE
mobile home 293HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
FROMM
508394 WEST
0139 or 761-5464
grass. Round bale
MINISTORADE
$25,000
5 MI out of
$35ea., square bale
*Inside climate control
Murray
LOTS. LT)TS. LOTS
$4.25“. 293-3805.
storage
2
MI
3/4 cc, nvl, $5,000beton
[ALLY grown pre'Security alarmed
510,000. Will build to
Lynn Grove
mium hay. Available at
*Safe & clean
suit. 293-0139 or
Sat. Aug 29th
all times. Alfalfa.
*We sell boxes'
761-5464
mixes. grass, grass
•We rent U-Hauls
7AM-2PM
mixes. Square and
753-9800
Baby Items &
round bales Some
clothes, kids
114)4 ,1%., 1‘11111
wrapped. High protein,
items, adult
TDN. Students & truck
clothes
& more
ors welcome. 270-753/848 before 9:00pm

LARGE
ESTATE
SALE
724
FA1RLANE
FRI & SAT
8:00-?

Don't Torget!
If you haven't picked up a picture that as
used in a classified special section, you may
come by out office dunng (NIA business hours
anti pick it up
Ml 4544
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1001 Whitnell Aye.• Murray, KN' 42071
Hours: 8:00 am.- 5:00 p.m.
2710753-1916 • classified inurray ledger.com

3BR, 2 BA now construction.1316
larkspur. Campbell
Estate $229,000
Call for appt
751-3966. 293-9717

Thursday, August 27. 2009 • 5U
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-°ffved 1
ORS HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
around, Call for
free estimate

448estio •Paper
•Cardboard 4.1evtal
Aerahweiwcialma#
Call 20.3411001

(V 5)594-5299
(270)970-2733

FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

GREAT
rental o
starter house, 412
North 8th, 3bdr, 1 -bath,
fenced yard, new roof
and siding, 30x30 concrete block shop 2930139 or 761-5464.
175,000
GREAT neighborhood.
3bdr, 1-bath, centralh/av, huge backyard,
garage and carport,
1304 Kirkwood
293-0139 or 761-5464
$113,000
GREAT starter home.
164
Bendefield Ln , North
School District. 3Br,
2Ba, fenced yard, new
roof, new heating & air,
city water, garden,
975,000.
270-9781900. 270-759-2276.

FREE
mummam
0-74g67
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
*Root-Dyers
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo

HONDA Scooter 4ecc,
black, excellent condition. 436-2542,
227-2915.
2000 Yamaha Kodiak
400, 4x4 with extras.
12,300.
Call 227-09911 if no
answer leave min*MP-

Auto Puts

USED TIRES

kI I
\lilt lit II It111\
LIN tII
• •.'t 11,
11 I

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoa
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-6728 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

s. I '1 1 I

•7w

2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k miles
$4,495.
(270)474-0403
99 Grand Am bir.
good, clean car. sunroof, 104,000 miles
519-8314

I
II..

I

1 1111'..

I

'If-'7;0"
BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL**
11150 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained
,(270)436-2228

97 Honda Civic, silver,
Sap. $1,500.
519-5969.
We

Ow 4yNSap
Saks & Msfalbilia
90 drys woe es cash at

_111-1241_
2006 Buick Terraza
van, silver. 57,000
mites, mint condition,
all the extras,
$13.500 293-0624
after 2 00psr

01 ,`,4.4 0371
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753-181h 21" 0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-96'11
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water A Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Home, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimmrng, removal,
stump grinding,
firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
\II I \I 10 pill s,

• weekly & special plc
• locally owned/operated
759-1151.293-27W

2934714

111111 , :11 ,. .

St 141 111 N

753 8087

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933

1 „‘'t 1

'01;10-0
McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality work at
a great on, pi
•Mowinu •I rimming
•l'ard (Arian up
rep f stun:vim,'

(270)293-6604

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates
(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
Aldrk1941 S lAcCukston
Roofing Co.

THE Murray Ledger &:
Times considers Oa,
sources reliable, but;
inaccuracies do OcCub
Readers using
Information do so as
their
own
risk:
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believid:tqi
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger. &
Times, nor any:ot its
employees acceN idier
responsibility sybitiqever for their actisotres.
YEARRY'S
Trek
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267 •

"
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exOsilampossyelips act
*limbos Isms.silt.cytaii
,

Wawasun
114,1
4014fr
mlnotot
is4.

NRINTER1111

iierescope

Call 753-5606

07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734

JOSEPH RONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block &
stone.
564-6158
210-5324

Since I Ytth
24 noun seams
Res , Coin & hid
licensed & Insured
All lobN - big tit %mail

436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, Junk
& tree work.

ATV, brand new, 2W13
with enclosure & ramp.
$2,000
753-7410

HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
-Repairs -Decks
"Bathtubs
No lobs too small'
(270) 519-8155

11111 Electric

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
climbing, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

mum
soLuTiom4
atricIrcusic;
Cusesids vollwaidn

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel
(270)970-2771

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times

NADEAU ROO*0401
& CONSTRUCTION
*Roofing *Flooring
*Decks "All Home
Improvements
(270)078-2111

First Come
First SenrePlease "
No Phone CillS

Jaansilee pep

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for limiting yourself unneces*4.
You might think you are cOreirtg
Friday. Aug. 211, 2009:
You will make a difference this from a centered, strong pgirj1
year if you decide to let go of a view. Complete work eitly 'if
dogmatic attitude. How you possible. You need this weekhandle a situation and the choic- end. Tonight: Visit with a friend
on the way home.
es you make could define your
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
year. Look at your attitude and *****
Conversations take on
decide how much it plays into a lively tone, but consider
the end results. You might be screening your calls if you ever
surprised by what a factor your want to leave work! Negativity
mood could play. Observe what keeps bubbling up from out, of
happens to those who are posi- left field, forcing you to think
tive. If you are single, you'll about what is happening.
meet someone of interest Detach. You will gain a perspecthrough your work or daily tive. Tonight: Find friends to
hang out with.
tneandenngs. Let the process of
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
getting to know each other go *** Continue
to offer sound
full circle. If you are attached. advice. Make it a point to follow
defer more often to your signifi- your own suggestions as. well.
cant other, especially concern- You could get yourself in a iam
ing domestic matters. SAGIT- with a friend or roommate.ii-you
TARIUS often shares his or her aren't careful. Listen to his ef ftir
cues. This person means...erhat
opinion.
he or she says, just like y9it
The Stars Show the Kind of Honor boundanes. Tonight_ lrrair
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: treat.
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so: SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Der.
21)
I -Difficult
**** Bypass an issue. A boss
Or someone you need to answer
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Staying on topic at to could be a drain. Evaluate the
work could become increasingly possibilities with an eye to posimore difficult, as your mind splits bve changes. Though switching
for the weekend. Whatever your bob* or adapting to new circumplans are is where you need to stances might not be what you
be. If possible, leave the office want, it is necessary. Tonight
early. Those who are responsi- Remain clear and direct.
ble might be a bit down. Tonight: CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Continue to be less active
Take wing.
than usual. In this specific role.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
you'll
**** Your ability to break from
gain
new
insights.
your pattern and move forward Someone's negativity could
comes Out. Don't get yourself have a more profound impact
locked into an uncomfortable sit- than you originally thought as
uation. The resolution could be you look around and observe
unusual. A child or loved one your associates. Tonight. A good
night's sleep.
might be discouraged or need
some time Tonight: Remain AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Meetings prove to. be
responsive.
fruitful. Stay in charge of a probGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You have the ability to lem, knowing that you must
say "yes" or "no." You can change directions, for everybypass a suggestion as long as one's well-being_ What has been
you remain sure of yourself. difficult might cease to be, as
you are given a little support
Fatigue builds. Touch base with
your ioevitable ability to move Drop the word "no." and the end
forward and understand others. results will be excellent Tornoht
Hang with fnends
Tonight Head home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
* a* Many shed their responsi- **** Others have strong
bilities on you. Ask yourself what ideas_ Assuming a leadership
to do about all the last-minute role demands greater flex end
demands Do what you must, understanding. You might want
but decide to be less available in to mow.) past a problem. under the future. Demonstrate flexibili- stand you will need the support
ty for the moment. Tonight: Call it Of others. Yes, a partner could
be challenging, but you still can
a day as soon as you can.
head in the appropnate dire(
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Someone might be inad- titan. Tonight A force to be dealt
with.
vertently limiting your options
Fatigue could mark a decision
BORN TODAY
Optimism surrounds a creative Figure skater Scott Hamilton
venture, whether it is a protect. (1958). actress Peggy Ryan
child or a budding relationship
(1924). actor Daniel Ste!i)
Trust yourself You have what it (1957)
•••
takes Tonight Whatever works
Jacqueline Slyer Is on the Internet
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
at www.lacquelinoblgar.com.
**•* Much comes in from out (c) 2009
by King Features
of left field It appears you are Syndicate Inc.
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Loftslack
111 years age
County officials have awarded Murray Paving Company the
contracrt for a project that will
improve roads leading to Mattel.
Robin Teller spoke about
die future and projection of
downtown Murray area at a
meeling of the Murray Rotary
0*
1
• . Births reported include a girl
to Rickey and Mary Harness,
Aug. 23; twin girls to Mr. and
Mrs. Tim Goode, July 31; a
girl to Jimmy and Cindy Emerson, Aug. 18.
2071011 W
Published is a picture of
tecipients of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's nursing scholarship winners with Lynn Meurth,4remr of nursing. and Seeirt Poston. administrator. They
are'rondo Chumley,AN Dais
Kinder Fowler, Mureelle Joy
Parrett and Felicia %admit.
Births reported include a boy
to Kevin and Kathy Lovett,
Ans. 8; a girl to Melanie and
Tillman Paschall. a
I to
Melanie and Jerry
a=
l
to Deanna and Athlikele
'
y
a boy to Jens* end
WilliaM Phillips, a VII
tba
and -Roger Hendon. a boy to
Betty and David Hester, a boy
to'Joyce and Howl Bien oad
-girl to Brett and David Brake
st, Aug. 24.
: 30 years agp
: Published is a picture, Of the
students now on campus or
Murray State University on Ake
first day of classes. The ciellet
Was by Staff Photographer Man
Sanders.
Murray High School Tigers
Wei 14-2 over Russellville is
foot gems at Russellville.
Calloway
County
High
School Laken lost 51-0 in a
Anibal gmne with Union Cam1

ty at Murray State University
Roy Stewmt Stadium.
Births repotted include a boy
to Billy L. and Nedrea Blankenship. Aug. 18.
49 yean see
The 23rd traffic accident
report for the month of August
In the city of Murray was filed
Aug. 26 at 8:20 a.m. by the
Murray Police Department. No
injuries were reported.
United States Air Force Master Sgt. Gayle J. Thompson,
son of Mrs. W.M. Edwards of
Dexter, has arrived for duty at
March Air Force Base, California.
Mr. and Mrs. F.W. Emerson
will be married for 50 years
Aug. 31.
XI pen op
Mu Hughes, 4-H member
fiom Kititsey High School. won
the District IA Tractor Driving
Contest held at Princeton. Others winning honors were Dan
Wall of Murray College High
School, and Billy Harper from
McCracken County.
The Murray City Schools
wtLopen Aug. 31. according
It) Sept. W.Z. Carter.
Pryers are listed as selling
for 27 cents per pound in the
ad for Kroger.
60 years asp
1.4no Grove High School
will open Sept. 5 with Attorney George L Overbuy as weaker.-according to Baron Jefitey,
Prial*At
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M.
hicilkath are attending the Genmat Aseembly of Kentucky Baptists at Clear Creek Mountain
Springs near Pineville.
Binh* repoithd include a boy
to Mr. and Hrs. Dan William
Wyatt, Aug. 21; a boy to Mr.
and Mn. Albert Rapdala and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Brown, Aug.23.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Mom was right to insist son
earn a spot in college dorm
DEAR ABBY: I disagree
with your advice to "Perplexed
Morn in New York' (June 20),
who is requiring her son to
live at home his first semester of college because of "less
than stellar" behavior during
his senior
year of high
school.
I am a
college
administrator in charge
of
dismissals. It is
not that difficult to get
a dorm room
mid -year
By Abigail
because
Van Buren there
are
dismissals,
transfers and students who
change their minds about their
living arrangements.
If "Mom" warned her son
that his high school conduct
would have an impact on her
decision to allow him to live
on campus, she should stick
to it. She should not let him
bully her into giving him something he doesn't deserve. He
needs to understand that his
behavior cost him his dorm
space. She made the right call.
I recommend spelling out
in writing exactly what he will
need to do to move on campus. He should be allowed to
move only if he complies 100
Parem
College is a gift to be
earned. There is no legal obligation for parents to pay for
their child to attend. And when
there is trouble, patents must
act quickly and not attempt to
block consequences their kids
need to experience. It's all part

:-:19y The Asseethisd Press
Texas.
copolo I.
'21)day is Thursday, Aug. 27,
In 1928. the Kellogg-Briand
In 2006, a Comae- CRJ-100
the339th day of 2009. Then are Pact was *geed in Paris, outlaw- crashed after trying to take off
Mb 'days left in the year.
ing war and providing for the from the wrong runway in Lex• . Today's Highlight in History: peaceful setdement of disputes.
ington. Ky., killing 49 people and
De=
27. 1859, Brawn: L.
In 1962, the United States leaving the co-pilot the sole surthe find successful launched the Merinee 2 space vivor.
in the United States. at
which flew past Venus in
'he years ago: The Federal
Tuseville...Pa.
1962,
Communicotioas
Commission
On this dine:
In 1,75. Wile Selassie, the amounted new aovermnent wireIi 1858, die second dhoti 1:1:8
nzr of Ethiopia's 3.000- =IX isisided to help law
between senatorial candidines
monarchy, died in Addis
anduarides keep pace
Abraham Lincoln mid &whew A. Ababa at age 83 almost a year with advances inphone technolDouglas took place in Freeport. after being overthrown.
ogy. (However, a federal appeals
In 1979, British war hero Lord court later dire* out some of the
In 1883, the island volcano Louis Mountbatten and three odser new rules, citing privacy conKrakatoa blew up; the resulting people, including his 14-yeardd cerns.)
tidal waves as Indonesia's Sunda smidgen Nicholas, were killed off
Five years ago: President
Strait claimed some 36,000 lives the coast of Ireland in a boat George W. Bush signed executive
in Java and Sumac
explosion claimed by the Irish orders designed to strengthen the
In 1892, fire seriously dem- Republican Army.
CIA director's power over the
oted New York's angles! MetroIn 1989, the first U.S. com- nation's intelligence agencies and
politan Opera House.
mercial satellite rocket was create a national counterterrorism
•in 1908, Lyndon Baines John- launched firm Cape Canaveral. Fla. center. Three students were killed
sda; the 36th president of the — a Delta booster coming a British in a fire at a University of MisUnited States, was been sear conununications satellite, the Mar- sissippi fraternity house.
Ii/N.It'e. 4O IJI •,(4
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of the learning process. — ANN
IN NEWARK, DEL.
DEAR ANN: Thank you
for lending your professional
perspective. Responses to that
letter poured in from educators, students and parents who
"kindly" reminded me that
times have changed since my
college days. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: The cost of
housing and food service at
college can often equal or
exceed the cost of tuition. Students who have the advantage
of living close to campus can
save a significant amount of
money by living at home. 'lb
fully experience university life
and meet new friends, they
can become involved with tne
many campus organizations that
are sponsored.
Higher education is very
expensive, and students need
to understand the costs.• Any
method to cut down on the
expense, including living at
home, should be discussed by
parents and children. In today's
work force, a college education is extremely valuable -and one can be obtained without breaking the bank. -- UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATOR
IN COLORADO
DEAR ABBY: My advice
to that mother and her son is
to call the school and ask if
there is any space left in die
dorms -- fast! The freshman
year of college is a critical
time in a person's life, one in
which students are open to making new friends. Living on
campus in a dorm makes it
much easier and allows them
to better integrate into campus life.
While there are many commtiter students across the
nation, they can suffer from
loneliness and depression
because of their detachment
from the rest of the students
on campus. 1, too, went to a
school within reasonable driving distance from home, and
I know from experience how
difficult it can be. -- TRACY
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
DEAR ABBY: How long
has it been since you've lived
in a college dorm? You advised
that dorms provide supervision
and structure. Abby, countless
unstructured, unsupervised and
uncondoned activities go on
there.
"Perplexed" should stick to
her guns. If her son's senior
year was "less than stellar,*
his freshman year at college
could be a disaster. Moving
into the dorms midway through
the school year won't end the
world. I saw kids do it all
the time. Things have changed,
Abby. Wake up and smell the
brewskis! -- SEEN IT ALL IN
KENTUCKY

•
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Electrolytes may help
leg cramps
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
been reading your column for
years and have been helped
numerous times by your advice
and the advice of your readers.
I have some input into the nightly leg cramps experienced by
lots of people. I have
been suffering
from
these for at
least
56
years. h may
have started
during my
PreillasecY,
but I distinctly remember
OLGA
having them
while on the
By
Dr. Pew Gott delivery
table when
my daughter was born 56 years
AV.
I used quinine for many years.
but it was taken off the market. I tried drinking tonic water
because of the quinine content,
but couldn't stand the taste of
it. A few years ago, I had colon
surgery, and while in the hospetal, my legs were in an apparatus that came on every few
minutes. It felt like a giant
blood-pressure cuff, and I was
told it would aid my circulation and prevent clots, since I
wasn't able to get up and move
around. It also had the added
benefit of keeping away the
cramps.
When I came home, the
cramps returned, so one of my
other daughters bought me some
Pedialytc. It worked immediately. I buy the individual-servingsize bottles (it conies in a fourpack) so that it doesn't get west-

ed since I don't get cramps
every night. They usually occur
in the middle of the night, so
I keep it in my bedroom closet so it is handy.
I have noticed that I get
cramps only when I have lost
a lot of fluid, such as from
sweating or using diuretics
because of occasional edema.
MAR READER: Pedialyte
is an electrolyte solution used
to replace minerals and fluids
In dildren who have lost them
due to vomiting or diarrhea.
There are also store brands available that are cheerer and achieve
the same results.
I believe this product may
wet for you because your
cramps are triggered by fluid loss,
which means you are also losing electrolytes.. This is common in those who exercise strenuously or do hard labor. The drink
simply replaces what has been
10St, thus stopping the cramps.
Other solutions to nightly leg
cramps include pickle juice and
spans drhats, such as Gatorade
or Poweisde. My soap-underthe-bed-sheets trick may be beneficial as a preventive measure.
For thaw who have more frequent leg cramps at night or
when resting. I recommend
examination by a physician to
check for the possibility of Restless Legs Syntkome. This condition may not respond to typical log-cramp treatments and
May require the use of prescription medication.
To provide related information, I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Compelling Home Remedies" and
"More Compelling Home Remedies."

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•7
•Q 9 7
* A1 5
4AQ.11084
WEST
K,4.91
44 10 986 5 4
•Q 3 2
•6 4 2
•l(5
•9 76
*10832
43
461(9 7 5
SOUTH

have crossed to dummy with a diamond at trick two and attempted the
trump finesse. capturing East's king.
South later would have tried •club
finesse, losing to East's king but
manktve
her
West led his singleton
club instead. South stewed awhile,
trying to decide whether or not to
finesse, and finally elected to go up
with dummy's ace. But Sylvia, who
had been expecting declarer to
finesse. absent-mindedly played her
king On the ace! This naturally led
"
A 1 1b 8 3
declarer to conclude that West had
4FICQ4
led the three ofclubs from the 9-7-5•62
3.
The bidding:
Declarer played dasmay's gases
North
East
South West
of hearts at trick two, and after
I•
Pass
2
Pass
Sylvia followed low, South went up
3
Pam
3 NT
Pass
with the ace. He was understandably
4V
Pass
6
worried that West might win with the
Opening lead — three of clubs.
king and return a club for Sylvia to
I have meatiesed before that ruff.
Sylvia was inclined to be accidentLogical as this play may have
prone, and, in fact, most members of seemed at the time, it proved to be
the club were werraware of this ten- South's undoing. When he next led
dency. But what distinguished Sylvia another trump, Sylvia won with the
from all the other players in the club king and returned a dub, niffed by
was her extraordinary ability to capi- West.
talize on this failing and turn it to her
Thee,six hearts went down one as
advantage.
a result of Sylvia's renuricable play
Consider the present deal where of the king of dubs at trick one. Of
Sylvia held the Fast cards and South course, if she had simply played low
was in six hearts. Had West led a on the first trick, declarer would have
spade, declarer would surely have had no reason to fear taking a heart
made the contract. After taking finesse, and would have made the
East's queen with the ace, he would slam easily.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
C2009 IC ins F'stuns Syndics. Inc.
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Rare mineral
Nobel Prize city
Calendar abbr.
Mosque Ire-

13 ggte
aritemative
14 Eye or planet
15 Boston hockey
team
17 Gridiron refs
19 Rooms under a
roof
21 Racehorse
22 Small brown
bird
24 Get a tan
26 Hatha- —
29 AM or FM
31 Move jauntily
33 Young Cratchit
34 Lb. fraction
35 Male swan
37 Rock's —
Leopard
39 Three-toed sloth
40 Drink with
scones

42 Keep it all
44 jangle
46 Mild Dutch
cheese
48 Da or ja
50 Vehicle
51 Sound of deep
thought
53 Happen
55 Bass and tenor
58 Action-movie
mm
61 John, in
Glasgow
62 Period of quiet
64 Food holder
65 Joule fraction
66 Walked on
67 Fruit drink
DOWN

Answer to Previous Pun*
QUAD
ERGO
DAHM

IMK [AID

ONO EN2H
MUO MMPili
MMUMM WMO
HMMIAU Mr..414
UWUP MRPEcIMMM
[cjRAC] UMBANUO
PINOULL W141Pri
PPP MEMWM
UNA HMILW-fili
MOO UHEIMMCM
AMRA EDO WIEJH
PR IM DJ) ElM M L=1
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1 Talk slot
2 Miscalculate
3 Injured bye
bear
4 Sends packing
5 Tin, in chum
6 Taylor, to fans

7 Wagon pullers
8 Overlooked
9 Victorian, e.g.
10 Air rifle ammo
12 Uke Steve
Austin

16 Labrador loc.
18 Howl at the
mcm
20 Pinch hitter
22 Dropped a line
23 Darnolished
25 High sign
27 Mammoth
28 Pedro's pal
30 Sigh of delight
32 Push-ups
muscle
36 Man, once
38 Brag about
41 Exclaiming
over
43 College mai.
45 Arctic sight
47 XXI times C
49 Bring to a boil
52 Thaw
54 Ledpr entry
55 Compete fix
56 Galley mover
57 CaNlomia's
819
59 Fictional cattle
60 Textee colorer
63 — -cal

